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Only dual-action VYZULTA reduces intraocular pressure (IOP) by targeting the trabecular meshwork with nitric oxide and the uveoscleral pathway with latanoprost acid.1

VYZULTA achieved significant and sustained long-term IOP reductions vs Timolol 0.5% in pivotal trials1

\[ P<0.001 \text{ vs baseline at all pre-specified visits over 12 months in a pooled analysis of APOLLO and LUNAR clinical trials (N=831)} \]

VYZULTA demonstrated safety profile in clinical trials

Only 6 out of 811 patients discontinued due to ocular adverse events in APOLLO and LUNAR clinical trials1,8,9

VYZULTA achieved significant and sustained long-term IOP reductions vs Timolol 0.5% in pivotal trials1

\[ P<0.001 \text{ vs baseline at all pre-specified visits over 12 months in a pooled analysis of APOLLO and LUNAR clinical trials (N=831)} \]

INDICATION

VYZULTA® (latanoprostene bunod ophthalmic solution), 0.024% is indicated for the reduction of intraocular pressure (IOP) in patients with open-angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

- Increased pigmentation of the iris and periorbital tissue (eyelid) can occur. Iris pigmentation is likely to be permanent
- Gradual changes to eyelashes, including increased length, increased thickness, and number of eyelashes, may occur. These changes are usually reversible upon treatment discontinuation
- Use with caution in patients with a history of intraocular inflammation (iritis/uveitis). VYZULTA should generally not be used in patients with active intraocular inflammation
- Macular edema, including cystoid macular edema, has been reported during treatment with prostaglandin analogs. Use with caution in aphakic patients, in pseudophakic patients with a torn posterior lens capsule, or in patients with known risk factors for macular edema

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION cont’d

- There have been reports of bacterial keratitis associated with the use of multiple-dose containers of topical ophthalmic products that were inadvertently contaminated by patients
- Contact lenses should be removed prior to the administration of VYZULTA and may be reinserted 15 minutes after administration
- Most common ocular adverse reactions with incidence ≥2% are conjunctival hyperemia (6%), eye irritation (4%), eye pain (3%), and instillation site pain (2%)

For more information, please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on next page.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF PRESCRIBING INFORMATION
This Brief Summary does not include all the information needed to use VYZULTA® safely and effectively. See full Prescribing Information for VYZULTA.

VYZULTA® (latanoprostene bunod ophthalmic solution), 0.024%, for topical ophthalmic use.

Initial U.S. Approval: 2017

1 INDICATIONS AND USAGE
VYZULTA® (latanoprostene bunod ophthalmic solution) 0.024% is indicated for the treatment of open-angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension.

5.1 Pigmentation
Latanoprostene bunod has caused increased pigmentation, including permanent changes. The long-term effects of increased pigmentation, including permanent changes in pigmented tissues, should be informed of the possibility of increased pigmentation with prostaglandin analogs, including VYZULTA, should be informed of the possibility of increased pigmentation with prostaglandin analogs, including VYZULTA.

5.2 Eyelash Changes
VYZULTA may gradually change eyelashes and vellus hair in the treated eye. These changes are usually reversible upon discontinuation of treatment.

5.3 Intracocular Inflammation
VYZULTA should be used with caution in patients with a history of intraocular inflammation (iritis/uveitis) and should generally not be used in patients with active intraocular inflammation as it may exacerbate this condition.

13 NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY
13.1 Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
Latanoprostene bunod was not mutagenic in bacteria and did not induce micronuclei formation in the in vivo rat bone marrow micronucleus assay. Chromosomal aberrations were observed in vitro with human lymphocytes in the absence of metabolic activation.

Latanoprostene bunod has not been tested for carcinogenic activity in long-term animal studies. Latanoprost acid is a minor metabolite of latanoprostene bunod. Exposure of rats and mice to latanoprost acid, resulting from oral dosing with latanoprost in lifetime rodent bioassays, was not carcinogenic.

Fertility studies have not been conducted with latanoprostene bunod. The potential to impact fertility can be partially characterized by exposure to latanoprost acid, a common metabolite of both latanoprostene bunod and latanoprost. Latanoprost acid has not been found to have any effect on male or female fertility in animal studies.

13.2 Animal Toxicology and/or Pharmacology
A 9-month toxicity study administered topical ocular doses of latanoprostene bunod to one eye of cynomolgus monkeys: control (vehicle only), one drop of 0.024% bid, one drop of 0.04% bid and two drops of 0.04% per dose bid. The systemic exposures are equivalent to 4.2-fold, 7.9-fold, and 13.5-fold the clinical dose, respectively, on a body surface area basis (assuming 100% absorption). Microscopic evaluation of the lungs after 9 months observed pleural/subpleural chronic fibrotic inflammation in the 0.04% dose male groups, with increasing incidence and severity compared to controls. Lung toxicity was not observed at the 0.024% dose.


VYZULTA is a trademark of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated or its affiliates.
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Despite Vaccination Efforts, HZO On the Rise

Study reported a 3.6% jump in new cases and an increase in middle-aged patients.

By Jane Cole, Contributing Editor

Herpes zoster ophthalmicus (HZO) is increasing in the United States, particularly in people who are middle-aged, prompting some to wonder if greater efforts should be made to vaccinate eligible adults 50 and older, researchers from the University of California said.

Their study, published in Ophthalmology, found a 3.6% overall increase in HZO cases from 1994 to 2018. Since 2008, HZO has declined in people younger than 21 and older than 60 but increased at a lower rate in middle-aged adults, the investigators said.

The researchers used data from administrative claims and electronic healthcare records. Patients who had no prior history but were given a new code for HZ and HZO were included. The study calculated the incidence rate of HZO by year, 10-year age groups, sex, race and geographic region.

During the 24-year study period, investigators found 633,474 cases of HZ, with 49,745 cases of HZO (7.9%). Additionally, the incidence of HZO increased from 1994 to 2018 by an estimated 1.1 cases per 100,000 persons/years annually. The researchers noted HZO increased in all ages over 10 until 2007. After that, the study reported a decline in individuals younger than 21 and older than 60; a stabilization in individuals 21 to 30; and a slower increase in subjects aged 31 to 60.

The research team also found females and Caucasians were at higher risk of developing HZO. Looking at geography, HZO rates were highest in the Northeast and lowest in the West, which may be tied to vaccinations, the researchers noted. A 2014 analysis found vaccination rates were the second lowest in the Northeast at 30.3% and highest in the West at 37.4%, they said in their paper.

More research on earlier vaccination is warranted, the researchers suggested. “Given the potential shift in HZO burden towards middle-aged individuals, it is crucial for clinicians to support vaccination efforts for individuals 50 years of age and older. These results also raise the question of whether HZ vaccine recommendations should be reevaluated for individuals in younger age groups,” the researchers wrote in their paper.

“MY PATIENTS CAN DEFINITELY TELL I AM.”

Multitasker Lisa Genovese, OD, co-owner of Insight Eye Care’s multiple locations, talks about using technology to efficiently juggle being a full-time optometrist, a full-time entrepreneur, and a full-time parent. By using the most advanced Phoroptor®, Phoroptor® VRx, and the pixel-perfect ClearChart® 4 Digital Acuity System, she’s brought balance to her practice and personal life.

WATCH OUR NEW SERIES AT: PASSIONATEABOUTYEUCARE.COM
Declining Vision Tied to Dosing Intervals
Wet AMD patients have upped their treatments more than the recommended dosage.

Researchers from Switzerland and the United States found patients with neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD) experienced a decline in their visual acuity and underwent injection treatments more often over a four-year period. The investigation also reported an increase in the proportion of eyes that received intravitreal anti-VEGF treatments beyond the recommended dosage. All of this may be in an effort to stave off continued visual acuity loss and disease progression, according to the study published in Ophthalmology Retina.

The study is the largest electronic medical record (EMR) analysis to evaluate the treatment patterns and long-term visual outcomes in nAMD patients in the United States, the researchers said. It included 98,821 eyes of 78,885 patients who had anti-VEGF therapy between 2012 and 2015. In eyes that had a four-year follow-up, the study found visual acuity improved in the first year but declined steadily afterward, with an average of -5.2 ETDRS letters by the fourth year of follow-up. Also, the average number of injections dropped each year of the study from 7.5 in 2012 to 6.4 in 2015.

By year four, 36.7% of eyes had dosing intervals of eight weeks or less, while 21.2% received treatment at 12 or more weeks. Eyes treated at less than eight weeks increased 40% from year one to year four. For patients treated bilaterally, 32% received the first treatment in the better-seeing eye, and 68% received the first treatment in an eye with vision that was the same or worse than the fellow-eye. This trend was evident across all years studied.

The researchers highlighted the wealth of data contained in EMR databases for evaluating longitudinal treatment patterns and outcomes in patients with nAMD following anti-VEGF therapy.


Anti-VEGF Outcomes Neck-and-neck

Researchers investigating the efficacy of ranibizumab and aflibercept in the treatment of neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD) found the two were comparable in terms of visual acuity (VA) outcomes and treatment frequency at the three-year mark.

The retrospective analysis evaluated 965 eyes of 897 patients—469 (499 eyes) treated with ranibizumab and 432 (466 eyes) treated with aflibercept. The mean VA and the type of choroidal neovascular (CNV) lesion at baseline were similar between both groups. After three years of treatment, the mean VA change was similar between both groups: +1.5 letters for ranibizumab and +1.6 for aflibercept. The mean adjusted change in VA was +0.3 vs. +1.0, respectively.

The researchers added that those who completed three years of therapy received a median of 18 injections regardless of the anti-VEGF used. Even when the CNV was deemed active, the number of clinical visits remained steady between the two agents. A similar proportion of eyes did not complete three years of treatment in each group, although more eyes switched from ranibizumab to aflibercept than vice-versa.

“These data suggest ranibizumab and aflibercept achieve similar visual outcomes for nAMD in routine clinical practice with the same mean number of injections over a three-year time frame,” the study authors concluded in their paper. “Other issues, such as cost, convenience and availability, may be more useful to guide a patient and physician’s choice of drug rather than the relative efficacy of the currently available drugs.”

Hypochlorous Acid Solution
NOW Available Without a Prescription

Daily Eyelid & Eyelash Cleanser
• Naturally removes foreign matter
• Nontoxic, nonirritating
• Has been shown in studies to reduce bacteria/microbes
• Formulated to relieve symptoms of MGD, Blepharitis and Dry Eye
• Available in 0.01 % HOCL spray and 0.0085% HOCL gel
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California Looks to Dim Blue Lights

Legislation aims to shade children from effects of glowing screens.

The impact of blue light on the health of children has pediatrician and California State Senator Richard Pan, MD, seeing red. That’s why he led the charge to pass a resolution that outlines research related to the long-term consequences of extended blue light exposure. It also urges consumers to consider taking protective safety measures in reducing exposure to the high-energy blue light seen in common devices such as computer monitors, phones and tablets.

The resolution, SCR 73, or the Blue Light Awareness Resolution, was passed unanimously. Additionally, the state will officially recognize October 10 as World Sight Day.1 The precise research the state intends to highlight is not yet clear, but a website about the resolution provides links to a 2011 study, “Computer vision syndrome: a review of ocular causes and potential treatments,” published in Ophthalmic & Physiological Optics. It also refers to a 2015 article from the Journal of Adolescent Health titled “Blue blocker glasses as a countermeasure for alerting effects of evening light-emitting diode screen exposure in male teenagers.”2 The researchers speculate about a number of potential deleterious health effects of blue light overexposure, including sleep disruption, associations with macular degeneration, dry eye and headaches.

There are 80 million electronic devices with digital screens in California alone and many residents use them more than nine hours per day, according to the resolution.

The California legislation was supported by Eyesafe, a Minneapolis-based company that sells blue light-blocking screen protectors. In addition to working with California legislators, the company also partnered with Salus University’s Pennsylvania College of Optometry in creating a research project to study the impact of blue light exposure and publishing the newly announced resource How to Save Your Eyes in the Digital Age: The Handbook for Eye Care and Electronics.3


---

Standard CXL Still the Way to Go

Corneal collagen crosslinking (CXL) is quickly becoming an important part of the keratoconus treatment protocol. Despite its success, researchers continue to search for ways to improve the standard Dresden protocol. Even with up to eight different combinations of CXL, the Dresden protocol still provides the best chances of controlling keratoconus progression.

Researchers examined the one-year outcomes for 670 eyes of 461 patients with progressive keratoconus treated with various CXL techniques, including: epi-on or epi-off, conventional 3mW/cm² or accelerated 9mW/cm² and seven different riboflavin formulations. Standard CXL served as the reference point for the study.

When comparing all eight combinations, the researchers found the epi-on technique performed significantly worse based on maximum keratometry (Kmax) and mean keratometry (Kmean) readings compared with those who had the standard CXL protocol. Likewise, patients treated with a specific riboflavin formulation called Meran, and those who underwent an accelerated protocol, also experienced worse Kmax and Kmean at the one-year follow-up.

The Meran riboflavin group also had poorer post-op corrected distance visual acuity; none of the other combinations showed any statistical difference in visual acuity from standard CXL. Although only 2.1% of treated eyes required retreatment, most were in the epi-on group.

Even if the standard protocol is less comfortable and more time-consuming than some of the newer techniques, epi-off CXL combined with a UVA intensity of 3mW/cm² is the preferred treatment protocol for patients with progressive keratoconus, the researchers concluded.

THE Shape OF THINGS TO COME

The new, next-generation Clearify™ process now preserves three layers of amniotic membrane, including the intermediate layer.

Contact Katena at 973-989-1600 for more information on the next generation amniotic membrane products. www.katena.com

AmbioDisk, Ambio2 and Ambio5 are registered trademarks. ©2016 Katena Products Inc. All rights reserved. Clearify is a trademark of StemLabs LLC.
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Compliance is Cost-effective in Glaucoma

The lifetime cost was about $10,000 more for patients who took their meds regularly.

Glaucoma patients who take their medications on a regular basis enjoy a better quality of life, and a new study shows this benefit comes with a relatively low increase in their lifetime healthcare costs compared with those who aren’t compliant with their meds, according to a study in *Ophthalmology*.

A team of researchers conducted a cost-analysis that compared optimal with poor glaucoma medication adherence. They found the total healthcare costs for compliant patients averaged $62,782 compared with $52,722 for those who didn’t take their medications on a regular basis—or an approximate $10,000 difference.

The investigation used data from the United Kingdom Glaucoma Treatment Study and included patients who were 40 and older with a full life expectancy. The subjects started out with a mean deviation in the better-seeing eye of -1.4 ± 1.9dB and -4.3 ± 3.4dB in the eye with worse vision.

Participants whose vision deteriorated each year accumulated -0.8dB loss compared with -0.1dB loss for those who remained stable. The investigation also used data from the Glaucoma Laser Trial and the Tube vs. Trabeculectomy studies to assign probabilities of worsening disease among treated patients and claims data estimating rates of glaucoma medication adherence over four years to assign probability of adherence. As patients’ mean deviation deteriorated, they transitioned between health states from mild (≥-6dB) to moderate (<-6dB to ≥-12dB) to severe glaucoma (<-12dB to ≥23dB) to unilateral (<-20dB) and bilateral blindness. The study calculated the cost of treatment at each health state.

Beginning at an initial glaucoma diagnosis at age 40, patients progressed to single-eye blindness in about 19 years for those who were non-adherent and 23 years for those who remained compliant.

The study also noted non-adherent patients had a loss of about 0.34 quality-adjusted-life-years (QALY), which resulted in approximately $29,600 per QALY gained.

At a conservative estimate of $50,000 for those who were noncompliant, there is much more room to expand services to improve patient adherence, the researchers suggested.

This is the first study to model the cost-effectiveness of improving glaucoma medication adherence from a societal perspective, the study noted.

“From even a conservative cost-effectiveness standpoint, there is opportunity to allocate more resources to improving adherence while remaining highly cost-effective,” the researchers wrote in their paper. “Therefore, it is imperative to focus on developing cost-effective programs to better support people in taking their glaucoma medications on time, every day.”

---

*Glaucoma Linked to Cognitive Decline

Age-related eye disease may be related to cognitive decline, but the exact relationship remains unexplained within the scientific literature. A new study found that glaucoma patients score lower on cognitive tests, while the same relationship doesn’t exist for age-related macular degeneration patients.

This cross-sectional, hospital-based study evaluated 336 adults aged 65 or older. A team measured cognition with six verbal cognitive tests, as well as activity level, visual acuity and visual fields.

Patients with glaucoma scored lower on the digit span forward test, recalling 0.8 fewer digits than those with normal vision. The glaucoma group also scored lower on the digit span backward version and the logical memory test with immediate recall than participants with normal vision. The researchers noted that activity level mediated the relationship between glaucoma and the digit span forward test in a statistically significant manner.

To slow cognitive decline among those with ocular health problems, the team suggested developing cognitive training exercises geared toward people with vision loss.

ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS: a solution for your patients

James Cook, Meredith Jansen-Bishop, Chantal Coles-Brennan and David Ruston

Functions

A multipurpose contact lens solution (MPS) has to perform a delicate balancing act: to deliver effective disinfection against pathogens while being gentle enough to be introduced directly to the eye. Further functions include enhancing on-eye contact lens comfort and wettability, ease of use, and being compatible with a wide range of contact lens materials. Formulating an MPS to meet all of these functions is truly a complex challenge.

Efficacy

Formulations of MPS vary, and clearly so does their performance in standard testing. Two categories exist. Multipurpose disinfecting solutions (MPDS) pass the more rigorous ‘stand-alone’ test, where numbers of test bacteria and fungi are significantly reduced without any cleaning intervention. In contrast, a MPS solution cannot achieve this level of disinfection under stand-alone conditions, and has to pass a second ‘regimen’ test that involves a contact lens undergoing the full recommended rub and rinse routine.

Real-world challenges

Beyond standard testing, contact lens solutions are further challenged by real-world conditions. These include exposure to a wide range of pathogens, including Acanthamoeba, and to widespread patient non-compliance of correct cleaning and safe wearing practices such as poor hygiene, incorrect case care and exposure to water. It is also important for a contact lens solution to be able to demonstrate efficacy in these situations.

Introducing ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS

ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS is a care solution which performs across these key functions. It has been shown to deliver peroxide-quality disinfection with the simplicity and all-day comfort of an advanced multipurpose solution. It is also compatible with a wide range of contact lens materials including ACUVUE® Brand Contact Lenses.

Performance

DISINFECTION COMPARABLE TO PEROXIDE SYSTEMS

ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS produces exceptional levels of disinfection in the rigorous stand-alone test. These results demonstrate a similar level of performance to hydrogen peroxide systems, and enable the solution to be categorised as a multipurpose disinfecting solution (MPDS). ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS also provides greater than 99.9% kill-rate against both active and cyst forms of Acanthamoeba.

DELIVERS ALL-DAY COMFORT

After one month of use, ninety percent of wearers agreed that ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS was effective in keeping their contact lenses feeling comfortable. More than 9 in 10 (94%) agreed that it also was effective in keeping their contact lenses feeling clean.

COMPATIBLE WITH A WIDE-RANGE OF LEADING CONTACT LENSES

Use of ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS resulted in positive comfort scores and all-day comfort across two studies with ACUVUE® Brand Contact Lenses. All day comfort has also been demonstrated with other leading brand contact lenses.

Summary

For a typical patient, wearing reusable contact lenses and leading a busy life, ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS delivers a safe, simple and comfortable option. Truly a solution for your patients.

Mr. James Cook is Senior Manager Product Development, Dr. Meredith Jansen-Bishop is Senior Principal Research Optometrist, Dr. Chantal Coles-Brennan is Principal Research Optometrist and Mr. David Ruston is Director of Global Professional Education and Development at Johnson and Johnson Vision Care Inc.


ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS is indicated for the care of soft (hydrophilic) contact lenses, including silicone hydrogel lenses. Use this product as directed on the product carton to disinfect, clean, rinse, store, remove protein, and condition contact lenses. Do not use this product if allergic to any ingredient in ACUVUE™ RevitaLens MPDS. Problems with contact lenses and lens care products could result in corneal infection and/or ulcers and lead to loss of vision. It is essential that patients follow the directions and labeling instructions for proper use of lenses and lens care products, including the lens case.

ACUVUE™ RevitaLens is a trademark of Johnson & Johnson Vision Care, Inc.
Free air with the TonoCare
Easy-to-use, intuitive controls for quick learning.
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A Close Look at Common Lid Lesions
Although benign most of the time, eyelid and periorbital lesions require careful diagnosis. These pearls can help you differentiate several you are likely to see. By Sara Weidmayer, OD, and Molly McGinty-Tauren, OD

At the Crossroads of Allergy, Dry Eye and Lid Disease
Any of these ocular surface issues can set off inflammation. Here’s how to get to the root of the problem. By Jennifer S. Harthan OD, and Clare Halleran, OD

Lashing Out: Dangerous Beauty Trends
If patients aren’t mindful of the steps they are taking to modify their ocular features, they may end up doing more harm than good. By Tracy Doll, OD

In-Office and At-Home Lid Maintenance
Keeping dry eye at bay can require patients and ODs to adopt a new hygiene regimen. Here are some options. By Whitney Hauser, OD

The Optometry Office Reimagined
These new spaces emphasize patient comfort as much as they do state-of-the-art technology and exceptional clinical care. By RO Staff

Overcoming Secondary Glaucomas
A proper understanding of these conditions is paramount in providing swift and appropriate care. By Michael Cymbor, OD, and Jenae Stiles, OD
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THERE’S NO SWIITCHING THIS

Xiidra is the only lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) antagonist treatment for Dry Eye Disease¹,²

Xiidra, the first in a class of LFA-1 antagonists for Dry Eye Disease, is a prescription eye drop FDA-approved to treat both signs and symptoms of the disease.¹³

There’s no substitute.²⁴
Check out patient resources, insurance coverage, and more at Xiidra-ECP.com

References:
1. Xiidra® (Prescribing Information). Lexington, MA: Shire US.

Indication
Xiidra® (lifitegrast ophthalmic solution) 5% is indicated for the treatment of signs and symptoms of dry eye disease (DED).

Important Safety Information
Xiidra is contraindicated in patients with known hypersensitivity to lifitegrast or to any of the other ingredients.

In clinical trials, the most common adverse reactions reported in 5-25% of patients were instillation site irritation, dysgeusia and reduced visual acuity. Other adverse reactions reported in 1% to 5% of the patients were blurred vision, conjunctival hyperemia, eye irritation, headache, increased lacrimation, eye discharge, eye discomfort, eye pruritus and sinusitis.

To avoid the potential for eye injury or contamination of the solution, patients should not touch the tip of the single-use container to their eye or to any surface.

Contact lenses should be removed prior to the administration of Xiidra and may be reinserted 15 minutes following administration.

Safety and efficacy in pediatric patients below the age of 17 years have not been established.
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Consult the Full Prescribing Information for complete product information.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Xiidra® (lifitegrast ophthalmic solution) 5% is indicated for the treatment of the signs and symptoms of dry eye disease (DED).

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION
Instill one drop of Xiidra twice daily (approximately 12 hours apart) into each eye using a single-use container. Discard the single-use container immediately after using in each eye. Contact lenses should be removed prior to the administration of Xiidra and may be reinserted 15 minutes following administration.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Xiidra is contraindicated in patients with known hypersensitivity to lifitegrast or to any of the other ingredients in the formulation.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical studies are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in clinical studies of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice. In five clinical studies of dry eye disease conducted with lifitegrast ophthalmic solution, 1401 patients received at least 1 dose of lifitegrast (1287 of which received lifitegrast 5%). The majority of patients (84%) had ≤3 months of treatment exposure. 170 patients were exposed to lifitegrast for approximately 12 months. The majority of the treated patients were female (77%). The most common adverse reactions reported in 5-25% of patients were instillation site irritation, dysgeusia and reduced visual acuity. Other adverse reactions reported in 1% to 5% of the patients were blurred vision, conjunctival hyperemia, eye irritation, headache, increased lacrimation, eye discharge, eye discomfort, eye pruritus and sinusitis.

Postmarketing Experience
The following adverse reactions have been identified during postapproval use of Xiidra. Because these reactions are reported voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to reliably estimate their frequency or establish a causal relationship to drug exposure.

Rare cases of hypersensitivity, including anaphylactic reaction, bronchospasm, respiratory distress, pharyngeal edema, swollen tongue, and urticaria have been reported. Eye swelling and rash have been reported.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
There are no available data on Xiidra use in pregnant women to inform any drug associated risks. Intravenous (IV) administration of lifitegrast to pregnant rats, from pre-mating through gestation day 17, did not produce teratogenicity at clinically relevant systemic exposures. Intravenous administration of lifitegrast to pregnant rabbits during organogenesis produced an increased incidence of omphalocele at the lowest dose tested, 3 mg/kg/day (400-fold the human plasma exposure at the recommended human ophthalmic dose [RHOD], based on the area under the curve [AUC] level). Since human systemic exposure to lifitegrast following ocular administration of Xiidra at the RHOD is low, the applicability of animal findings to the risk of Xiidra use in humans during pregnancy is unclear.

Animal Data
Lifitegrast administered daily by intravenous (IV) injection to rats, from pre-mating through gestation day 17, caused an increase in mean preimplantation loss and an increased incidence of several minor skeletal anomalies at 30 mg/kg / day, representing 5,400-fold the human plasma exposure at the RHOD of Xiidra, based on AUC. No teratogenicity was observed in the rat at 10 mg /kg /day (460-fold the human plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on AUC). In the rabbit, an increased incidence of omphalocele was observed at the lowest dose tested, 3 mg /kg /day (400-fold the human plasma exposure at the RHOD, based on AUC), when administered by IV injection daily from gestation days 7 through 19. A fetal No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL) was not identified in the rabbit.

Lactation
There are no data on the presence of lifitegrast in human milk, the effects on the breastfed infant, or the effects on milk production. However, systemic exposure to lifitegrast from ocular administration is low. The developmental and health benefits of breastfeeding should be considered, along with the mother’s clinical need for Xiidra and any potential adverse effects on the breastfed child from Xiidra.

Pediatric Use
Safety and efficacy in pediatric patients below the age of 17 years have not been established.

Geriatric Use
No overall differences in safety or effectiveness have been observed between elderly and younger adult patients.

NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY
Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
Carcinogenesis: Animal studies have not been conducted to determine the carcinogenic potential of lifitegrast.

Mutagenesis: Lifitegrast was not mutagenic in the in vitro Ames assay. Lifitegrast was not clastogenic in the in vivo mouse micronucleus assay. In an in vitro chromosomal aberration assay using mammalian cells (Chinese hamster ovary cells), lifitegrast was positive at the highest concentration tested, without metabolic activation.

Impairment of fertility: Lifitegrast administered at intravenous (IV) doses of up to 30 mg/kg/day (5400-fold the human plasma exposure at the recommended human ophthalmic dose [RHOD] of lifitegrast ophthalmic solution, 5%) had no effect on fertility and reproductive performance in male and female treated rats.

For more information, go to www.Xiidra.com or call 1-800-828-2088.
Marks designated ® and ™ are owned by Shire or an affiliated company.
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Outlook

By Jack Persico, Editor-in-Chief

A Tale of Two Academies

Dueling conferences present optometry as both savior and pariah. Neither paints a complete picture.

Last month I had the good fortune of attending both annual Academy meetings in eye care, the Academy of Ophthalmology in San Francisco and then, a week later, the Academy of Optometry in Orlando. It’s perhaps fitting that the conferences happened in opposite corners of America because the views of optometry presented at each were just as far apart.

Up in San Francisco, optometrists were portrayed as greedy opportunists reaching beyond their skill set to recklessly expand their scope of practice, endangering the populace as a result. Most of the major sessions ended with the speaker imploring the attendees to donate to the Academy of Ophthalmology’s political action committee for the express purpose of fighting the progress of optometry legislatively.

This wasn’t just an occasional cheap shot here and there: it was built into the meeting’s program to close the talks with an anti-optometry diatribe and a passing of the collection plate.

Down in Orlando the following week, representatives of the World Health Organization headlined the plenary session to highlight the vital role optometry must play in combating eye health deficiencies around the globe and to fire up the troops. The WHO had just released a comprehensive report detailing the shortcomings in the delivery of eye care and the ensuing misery of the one billion or so people who hang in the balance.

In Orlando at least, optometry’s rise was presented as not just welcome but necessary—in fact, long overdue.

Concerning optometry’s place in the world, the message from these back-to-back meetings was clear: It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.

Neither, of course, is true.

Optometry isn’t the boogeyman I heard about in San Francisco. Data on clinical outcomes in states with scope expansion laws consistently show optometric care is safe, reliable and cost effective. The ODs who take on newer procedures like lasers and injections do so with a humility and respect for the gravity of their responsibilities.

And perhaps optometry’s not quite the savior touted in Orlando either. Optometric capabilities vary plenty throughout the US—and wildly in Europe. Public confusion over such a hodge-podge profession is understandable. Not all optometrists have taken on some of the clinical responsibilities open to them and pariah. Neither paints a complete picture.

That the medical lobby seizes on this heterogeneity and seeks to turn it to its own advantage comes off as petty, not pious. What’s needed is cooperation and education—not demonization. Many individual ODs and MDs work great together, for mutual benefit and without acrimony. Would that it were so simple for the rest to follow their examples.
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Eyelids: Assess and Express

Optometrists should embrace MGD therapies and lid lesion exams to care for a vast number of patients. By Paul M. Karpecki, OD, Chief Clinical Editor

We always thought of dry eye disease (DED) as a condition of the cornea and conjunctiva; today we know that, for about 86% of cases, DED begins with the eyelids.¹ Meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD) affects 96% of glaucoma patients on prostaglandin analogs, almost 60% of contact lens wearers and 85% of people who use digital devices.²⁻⁴ Despite these numbers, not nearly enough optometrists are treating this precursor to DED at an early stage.⁵

This must start with diagnosis. Clinicians only need to take two steps to prepare themselves: buy a meibomian gland expressor and learn to spot early biofilm and blepharitis. This will add about 20 seconds to your exam, but it will generate a multitude of patients for the practice who need ongoing care.

Cosmetics and DED

Numerous agents have been banned from human use because they cause cancer. One such example is formaldehyde, although more than 20% of current makeup products contain formaldehyde or formaldehyde-releasing chemicals. Additionally, this is just one of many harmful ingredients people apply to their eyelids, lashes and adnexa almost daily. Lash extensions and other additives to the eyelids and lashes create the perfect environment for Demodex and bacteria to colonize. Patients frequently ask about the risks of makeup and ocular surface diseases, and we must provide the proper education.

In-office Procedures

It's time to consider adding in-office, patient-pay options, given the success patients are experiencing with these technologies. Blepharitis caused by bacteria or Demodex requires an in-office procedure, as does almost all cases of evaporative DED where biofilm components exist. An in-office blepharolysis will significantly help these patients.

Other beneficial procedures for ocular surface disease include intense pulsed light (IPL) therapy and thermal expression and pulsation, the latter of which now has four different equipment options. The first and perhaps longest lasting option is a LipiFlow (Johnson & Johnson Vision). Research shows the effects of one treatment typically lasts three years.⁶ While beneficial for all patients with MGD, it’s a must for those with more than 70% gland loss to keep what few glands they have left. New in-office MGD therapies that combine heat and gland expression include the iLux (Alcon), TearCare (Sight Sciences) and the Thermal 1-Touch (OcuSoft).

Finally, IPL is an excellent therapy for patients with evaporative DED, ocular rosacea or MGD with telangiectatic vessels along the lower eyelid, which bring inflammatory mediators to the eye and lid margin. A series of IPL treatments can treat these blood vessels and help improve MGD and evaporative DED symptoms. The newest IPL devices no longer require coupling gel and are vastly more comfortable during treatment.

Lumps and Bumps

Clinicians should always be on the lookout for eyelid lesions, considering the most likely locations of basal cell carcinomas—the most common cancerous lesions—match the pattern of eyeglasses. These include the eyelids where the lenses would be, the nose pad area and behind the ears where the temples are. This is an easy way to remember the most frequent locations for the presentation. Other less common lesions, such as squamous cell carcinoma, malignant melanoma and sebaceous gland carcinoma, are also in our wheelhouse and should be suspected when lesions change or conditions such as blepharitis worsen even after treatment.

Optometry’s role in caring for ocular surface disease and lid lesions is critical from diagnosis to treatment. In fact, it’s an area of medical eyecare we should own. These conditions, moreso than any others, provide an enormous opportunity for us to help more people. Incorporating better care can’t hurt our practices either.

Note: Dr. Karpecki consults for companies with products and services relevant to this topic.
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Not many people know this fun fact: William Shakespeare was the first optometric author. If you went to Pennsylvania College of Optometry in the 1970s, then you already knew this. If you went somewhere else, I’ve heard other teachers say it was some guy named Hemingway or something. It’s time I set the record straight.

Shakespeare’s original writings were peppered with optometric references. I have to admit, though, that he had to change some words in his final drafts to keep his editors and Queen Elizabeth I off his back. (That’s the same Queen Elizabeth who is still in charge, right?) Here’s what he really wanted to say:

- What’s in a name? An infection by any other name would smell as sweet.
- Good night, good night! Teaching contact lens insertion is such sweet sorrow.
- To thine own self be true, unless you feel like you have to accept a crappy vision plan.
- All that glitters is not asteroid hyalosis.
- What a piece of work is man, that he loses half his vision on Friday and calls you at home the next Wednesday night.
- Brevity is the soul of pretesting.
- The lady doth no-show too much, methinks.
- Now is the winter of our tri-

geminal dysphoria.
- Alexa, if music be the food of love, play “Doctor, My Eyes” by Jackson Browne.
- What is hyperemic is prologue.
- Neither a borrower nor a pterygium be.
- For my part, that eyelid bump was Greek to me.
- God hath given you one face, and decent glasses can give you another, thank goodness.
- Ambition should be made of better recalls.
- To see or not to see, that is the question.
- Though this be madness, I still plan to visit my legislator.
- And it must follow, as the night the day, thou canst not diagnose when there are false positives for any man.
- All the world is a stage, and all the men and women act like they don’t need help reading.
- Why, then the foreign body’s mine oyster.
- The better part of valor is referral.
- Uneasy lies the head that

wears the indirect.
- Friends, Romans, countrymen, do these frames hurt your ears?
- Beware the ideas of sales reps.
- Double, double, toil and trouble. I’ll be home late for dinner.
- A CE course, a CE course, my kingdom for a course!
- The course of true private practice never did run smooth.
- The first thing we do, let’s kill all the lawyers. (Okay, good ol’ Willie didn’t have to change that one.)

Shakespeare knew us so well. Maybe he knew us better than we know ourselves. My advice? Speak like Shakespeare wrote, to every patient. You won’t keep many, but those who remaineth shall remaineth forever and a day. ■
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I have a 47-year-old patient who has noticed a rapid decline in vision in his right eye since beginning chemotherapy with Sprycel (dasatinib, Bristol-Myers Squibb) for leukemia. Best-corrected acuity is 20/50 OD with some nuclear sclerosis, but my view of the fundus is crystal clear. What else could it be?

Even when you have found nuclear sclerosis to be the cause of the patient’s vision loss, don’t underestimate it. “Milky nuclear sclerosis has a way of hiding in plain sight,” says Heather Purman, OD, of Omni Eye Services of Atlanta. Without any yellowing or brunescence, the cataract has the appearance of a white lens within a lens and is often unilateral. “Most of us were taught that our view into the eye is associated with the patients view out when it comes to cataracts, but not with milky nuclear sclerosis,” Dr. Purman says.

Avoid Over-referrals

Other findings to look for with milky nuclear sclerosis are myopic shift, bowing of the light beam on fundus exam and a dark reflex centrally on retinoscopy. In a similar case, a 44-year-old patient presented with decreased vision in his right eye that happened rapidly, with a medical history of trauma to the right side of his head. Initially Dr. Purman thought it could be a traumatic cataract, but upon further examination, the patient had a six diopter myopic shift OD and best-corrected acuity of 20/100 OD and 20/20 OS.

On slit lamp exam, the patient had 4+ milky nuclear sclerosis OD and a clear lens OS. The fundus exam was unremarkable, and the patient was referred for removal of the cataract. At the one day post-op visit, the patient was 20/25 and very happy. “Thanks to a thorough exam, this patient was able to have surgery right away without being sent on a wild goose chase for unexplained vision loss,” Dr. Purman says.

“When patients come in with a remarkable health history, it is easy to be led down the wrong path and overlook the simplest causes, thinking something more complicated is the culprit,” Dr. Purman says. “This has often led to multiple unnecessary referrals to retina specialists, neuro-ophthalmologists and costly hospital visits for MRIs, all before seeing a cataract surgeon for the treatment they need.”

While it is necessary to find the cause of unexplained vision loss, it’s equally as important to take the entire exam into consideration before forming a diagnosis. Carefully examining the cornea, lens, macula and nerve when decreased vision occurs can help catch these changes before referring to another doctor.

Retina is a common first referral for these patients—to look for an occult macular change that is not seen on a dilated fundus exam. These patients will be given a clean bill of retinal health but may continue down the referral chain. When we don’t look for milky nuclear sclerosis, it will continue to hide right in front of us. “Any time a patient comes in with a large unilateral myopic shift that comes on suddenly, milky nuclear sclerosis is on my differential list,” says Dr. Purman.

An Integral Resource

The most common treatment for milky nuclear sclerosis patients is cataract surgery. Because this patient population tends to be younger, most still have accommodation left and would benefit from a discussion on monovision, toric lenses, multifocals, or a trifocal intraocular lens.

Educating your patients about these lens options beforehand is a great way to not only ensure a happy patient post-op but also positions you as the key information source for all things eye-related.

“In most cases, we have spent years with the patient and know their lifestyle goals, personality type and vision needs,” Dr. Purman says. “We should be an integral part of the decision process and refer to surgeons who will respect our wishes and whose skills will provide the best outcomes.”

Q A sudden, large unilateral myopic shift could suggest milky nuclear sclerosis.

A I have a 47-year-old patient who has noticed a rapid decline in vision in his right eye since beginning chemotherapy with Sprycel (dasatinib, Bristol-Myers Squibb) for leukemia. Best-corrected acuity is 20/50 OD with some nuclear sclerosis, but my view of the fundus is crystal clear. What else could it be?

A Even when you have found nuclear sclerosis to be the cause of the patient’s vision loss, don’t underestimate it. “Milky nuclear sclerosis has a way of hiding in plain sight,” says Heather Purman, OD, of Omni Eye Services of Atlanta. Without any yellowing or brunescence, the cataract has the appearance of a white lens within a lens and is often unilateral. “Most of us were taught that our view into the eye is associated with the patients view out when it comes to cataracts, but not with milky nuclear sclerosis,” Dr. Purman says.

Avoid Over-referrals

Other findings to look for with milky nuclear sclerosis are myopic shift, bowing of the light beam on fundus exam and a dark reflex centrally on retinoscopy. In a similar case, a 44-year-old patient presented with decreased vision in his right eye that happened rapidly, with a medical history of trauma to the right side of his head. Initially Dr. Purman thought it could be a traumatic cataract, but upon further examination, the patient had a six diopter myopic shift OD and best-corrected acuity of 20/100 OD and 20/20 OS.

On slit lamp exam, the patient had 4+ milky nuclear sclerosis OD and a clear lens OS. The fundus exam was unremarkable, and the patient was referred for removal of the cataract. At the one day post-op visit, the patient was 20/25 and very happy. “Thanks to a thorough exam, this patient was able to have surgery right away without being sent on a wild goose chase for unexplained vision loss,” Dr. Purman says.

“When patients come in with a remarkable health history, it is easy to be led down the wrong path and overlook the simplest causes, thinking something more complicated is the culprit,” Dr. Purman says. “This has often led to multiple unnecessary referrals to retina specialists, neuro-ophthalmologists and costly hospital visits for MRIs, all before seeing a cataract surgeon for the treatment they need.”

While it is necessary to find the cause of unexplained vision loss, it’s equally as important to take the entire exam into consideration before forming a diagnosis. Carefully examining the cornea, lens, macula and nerve when decreased vision occurs can help catch these changes before referring to another doctor.

Retina is a common first referral for these patients—to look for an occult macular change that is not seen on a dilated fundus exam. These patients will be given a clean bill of retinal health but may continue down the referral chain. When we don’t look for milky nuclear sclerosis, it will continue to hide right in front of us. “Any time a patient comes in with a large unilateral myopic shift that comes on suddenly, milky nuclear sclerosis is on my differential list,” says Dr. Purman.

An Integral Resource

The most common treatment for milky nuclear sclerosis patients is cataract surgery. Because this patient population tends to be younger, most still have accommodation left and would benefit from a discussion on monovision, toric lenses, multifocals, or a trifocal intraocular lens.

Educating your patients about these lens options beforehand is a great way to not only ensure a happy patient post-op but also positions you as the key information source for all things eye-related.

“In most cases, we have spent years with the patient and know their lifestyle goals, personality type and vision needs,” Dr. Purman says. “We should be an integral part of the decision process and refer to surgeons who will respect our wishes and whose skills will provide the best outcomes.”
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The use of radiologic studies in the ophthalmic setting is becoming increasingly more common, especially for neuro-ophthalmic disorders. Many eye care providers now routinely order various types of neuroimaging studies that provide valuable and detailed information on neural visual pathways not easily obtained through clinical examination alone.

The most commonly ordered diagnostic test is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) because it allows imaging of the orbital apex and optic nerve despite the dense bone surrounding these areas.¹

**Imaging Basics**

The most common indications for neuroimaging are vision or visual field loss, pupil abnormalities, ptosis, proptosis, diplopia or ophthalmoplegia, nystagmus and certain optic disc abnormalities. MRI studies are based on the signal detection of the interaction between hydrogen molecules within a magnetic field.

When an MRI is ordered, both T1 and T2 studies are performed routinely for the imaging of the brain and orbits. Studies that are weighted towards T1 are best for the observation of normal anatomy, while T2 studies better distinguish pathology by enhancing the signaling differences and contrast in various tissues. In T1 images, fluids such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and vitreous appear dark, or hypointense, whereas in T2-weighted images, fluids appear bright. For example, when viewing the CSF within the optic nerve sheath in suspected papilledema, a T2 image offers better contrast because it will appear hyperintense.

MRI studies also include the use of contrast material, gadolinium, as well as specialized sequences such as fluid attenuation inversion recovery (FLAIR), fat suppression MRIs, gradient echo, magnetic resonance angiography and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) (Table 1). The different uses and sequences of MRI alone are vast, but the focus of this article will be on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) studies and their application in ophthalmic practice.²

**DWI Drilldown**

This sequence is obtained in most routine MRI brain examinations. DWI MRI works by detecting the free diffusion of water molecules. In a normal, healthy brain, there is free diffusion of water molecules along a concentration gradient, from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration. A number of disease processes may impair this free motion, resulting in areas of restricted diffusion that appear “bright” on DWI.³,⁴

Although the details and the physical properties of the technique are complex, there are generally two equal but opposite gradient pulses applied to the tissue in question: if there is no free movement of water (i.e., restricted diffusion), the effects of the dephasing gradient and the equal but opposite rephrasing gradient cancel each other out, producing a hyperintense signal on DWI; if there is normal, free movement as in healthy tissue, the effects of the dephasing and rephrasing gradients do not cancel each other out and the tissue will produce an isointense signal on DWI.³,⁴

**Clinical Applications**

Restricted diffusion occurs in cytotoxic damage from ischemia, inflammation, trauma or tumor. Most commonly, the DWI sequence is used in the diagnosis and assessment of acute ischemic stroke.⁵ As vision and visual field loss can be the initial presenting sign of a cerebral infarct, clinicians should be familiar with...
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this imaging modality and be able to order and understand its basic principles, as this is often required in emergent cases. The DWI can identify acute infarct as early as three to five minutes following the onset of clinical symptoms and remains positive for up to 14 days. This makes it a crucial tool to determine if thrombolytic therapy should be administered, where timeliness is an essential factor in stroke treatment.

Acute strokes appear as high signal, bright lesions on DWI. These areas correspond with a hypoperfused brain. As such, when this area regains perfusion, DWI abnormalities may reverse. This is referred to as pseudonormalization because the disappearance of the DWI signal does not imply a return of normal cellular function—that will remain abnormal on conventional MRI. Therefore, chronic infarcts will appear hypo or isointense on DWI.

**Additional Ophthalmic Uses**

The utility of DWI in acute stroke diagnosis and management is well studied and understood. In addition to these cases, DWI can be useful in other areas of ocular disease. Specifically, DWI is helpful in distinguishing an arachnoid cyst from an epidermoid tumor. Normally, these lesions have similar features on T1 and T2 MRIs. However, arachnoid cysts contain cerebrospinal fluid, whereas epidermoid tumors are solid masses. This results in a higher DWI signal on solid tumors, where water mobility is low or more restricted.

Cerebral abscesses are also readily identified on DWI because there are often central areas of cellular necrosis, cysts or both. These areas restrict water movement and result in bright signals on DWI. Additionally, blood products that may be subtle on conventional MRI contribute to low signal intensity on DWI, aiding in its identification.

Acute white matter changes in multiple sclerosis (MS) also appear on DWI. While they will also arise on conventional MRI and FLAIR, the DWI is particularly helpful in dating MS plaques, which is useful when evaluating responses to therapy.

Finally, in cases of central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO), DWI studies reveal multiple areas of restricted diffusion in affected retinal tissue, suggestive of infarct. One study also found a correlation between the severity of papilledema and optic nerve hyperintensity on DWI in patients with idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH). These findings suggest a possible surrogate marker for the identification and severity of papilledema secondary to IIH.

DWI is an essential tool in the evaluation of a patient presenting emergently with acute vision loss. Clinicians must understand the principles of this unique sequence to apply it in practice—and properly identify everything from stroke and tumors to MS and CRAO.

---

Table 1. Brief Summary of Different MRI Sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MRI Sequence</th>
<th>General Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 “fat suppression”</td>
<td>Visualization of orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAIR</td>
<td>Demyelinating disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient echo</td>
<td>Hemorrhage in patients with underlying vascular malformations, intracerebral hemorrhage and traumatic brain injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI with contrast (gadolinium)</td>
<td>Identification of areas where there is breakdown of the blood-brain barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRS</td>
<td>Diagnosis and evaluation of treatment response of brain tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWI</td>
<td>Hyperacute ischemic lesions, areas of cytotoxic edema</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

A 54-year-old Caucasian male was referred from his primary care physician for pain, redness and photophobia in the left eye for one month, which had been refractory to palliative therapy with artificial tears and warm compresses. Additional history questions revealed transient symptoms of vertigo, right arm weakness and left facial numbness, also for one month. He denied pain, hearing or weight loss, and his gait was unaffected. Past ocular, social and family histories were unremarkable.

**Evaluation and Diagnosis**

Best-corrected visual acuity measured 20/20 OD and 20/50 OS. Confrontation field testing revealed a questionable right hemianopia. Subsequently, a formal HVF 30-2 revealed an incongruous right hemianopia. Extraocular muscle testing revealed a left abduction deficit that was neutralized with six prism dipters (base out).

Sensory testing of the face revealed hypoesthesia confined to the left cheek. Saccades were normal in magnitude and velocity in right gaze but equally diminished in left gaze. Examination of the left eye showed diffuse conjunctival hyperemia without discharge and grade 4 punctate epithelial erosions without infiltrates or dendrites. The lens showed mild nuclear sclerotic changes in each eye.

Reduced sensation of the left cheek is most indicative of maxillary division (V2) involvement of the trigeminal nerve—cranial nerve (CN) V. This prompted us to evaluate the ophthalmic division (V1) of CN V. Reduced facial and corneal sensation indicated CN V involvement, whereas reduced basal tear secretion identified motor involvement of the facial nerve (CN VII).

The symptoms and signs of right arm weakness, vertigo, right hemianopia, left abduction deficit, reduced sensory innervation of V1 and V2 and lacrimal gland dysfunction led us to a diagnosis of presumed polyneuropathy. Subsequently, an emergent referral was made to the emergency department for combined MRI/MRA with special attention to the brainstem. MRI was ordered to assess for soft tissue changes associated with stroke or tumor, while MRA allows for direct visualization of blood flow. A combined MRI/MRA is most useful when evaluating for potential vascular pathology (i.e., stroke, aneurysm or arteriovenous malformation).

Results of neuroimaging indicated (non-acute) brainstem infarction involving the left lower lateral pons including the sixth, seventh and eighth nerve nuclei, the posterior limb of the left internal capsule and the left occipital cortex. Additionally, there were moderate white matter lesions dispersed throughout both hemispheres due to chronic microvascular disease.

Subsequently, the patient was scheduled for consultations in the cardiology and neurology departments. His medications for diabetes, hypertension and cholesterol were changed and he was placed on a blood thinner. He was eventually discharged and prescribed physical therapy. Additionally, we treated the keratopathy with a combination of Prokera (amniotic membrane, Bio-Tissue), punctal occlusion and Restasis (cyclosporine A 0.05%, Allergan) BID. Over the next several months, the left abduction deficit resolved, his right arm regained strength and there was a dramatic improvement in keratopathy with his best-corrected vision improving to 20/20 OS.

**Discussion**

Ischemic infarction accounts for 80% to 90% of all strokes, with the remaining 10% to 20% due to hemorrhagic stroke.\(^1^,^2\) Of the ischemic strokes, 25% involve the posterior circulation.\(^1^,^2\) Of these, 60% and 40% occur in the brainstem and...
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cerebellum, respectively. Brainstem infarctions are classified according to three main groups representing the site of infarction: mesencephalon, pons and medulla. Each of the three anatomic locations are further subdivided into anteromedial, anterolateral, lateral and posterior segments.

In our patient, ischemic infarction occurred within the left lower lateral pons, left posterior limb of the internal capsule and the left occipital cortex.

Clinicians should conduct a short but efficient neuro exam in the office to assess for multiple cranial nerve involvement. Assess the sensory component of the ophthalmic division of CN V by gently touching a small bundle of cotton swabs to each cornea to compare sensation and evaluate the corneal reflex.

Similarly, use a pinprick to test sensation of both the maxillary and mandibular divisions. A physical evaluation of the motor functions of CN VII includes asking the patient to smile, close their eyes and wrinkle their forehead.

Test limb strength, gait and balance by simply applying force to the arms and legs while comparing their individualized resistance. Ask the patient to attempt to walk in a straight line and carefully instruct them to lift one leg off the ground.

The following describes the association between the neuroanatomy involved and the symptoms our patient presented with:

1. left internal capsule (subcortex): weakness of the right arm and hand
2. left occipital cortex: right hemianopia
3. CN VI: left abduction deficit
4. V1, V2 and spinal trigeminal nucleus: loss of pain sensation from the cornea and face, respectively
5. facial nerve: reduced basal tear secretion
6. vestibular nuclei: vertigo

The internal capsule allows for communication between the cerebral cortex and the brain stem regarding motor and sensory activity from the arm, leg, trunk and face. The internal capsule consists of three parts: genu, anterior limb and posterior limb.

In our patient, ischemic infarction of the left posterior limb of the internal capsule resulted in contralateral hemiparesis and reduced sensation in the right arm and hand.

**Confirming a Stroke**

Signs and symptoms of internal capsular stroke may include a combination of the following: weakness of the face, arm or leg; upper motor neuron signs including hyperreflexia, Babinski sign, clonus and spasticity; and mixed sensorimotor, which involves motor fibers from the arm, trunk and legs and sensory fibers that leads to contralateral weakness and contralateral sensory loss.

Lastly, the occipital cortex houses the visual cortex—the visual processing center. In our patient, ischemic infarction within the left occipital cortex resulted in an incongruous right hemianopia.

Ocular complications included left abduction deficit, severe keratopathy and incongruous hemianopia. An abduction deficit could be managed with observation, vision therapy or prism. In this case we felt the keratopathy was severe enough to warrant immediate application of an amniotic membrane such as Prokera, a cryopreserved amniotic membrane that contains nerve growth factor, which was found to accelerate healing and re-epithelialization of the ocular surface as well as stimulate corneal nerve regeneration.

In addition, we prescribed Restasis to reduce secondary inflammatory from neurotrophic disease. We performed punctual occlusion, after reducing inflammation, in order to increase the tear lake. Because the visual field defect was not causing a noticeable problem in our patient, we conservatively managed this with observation and periodic visual field testing. However, if the defect were robust enough to cause awareness of the field loss, we could have prescribed yoked prism with or without occupational therapy.

Interestingly enough, our patient’s chief complaint was a red, painful eye, albeit he presented with more concerning clinical findings that led to the diagnosis of brain stem infarct. Because dry eye complaints are so frequent, it is prudent to consider alternative diagnoses if there is considerable inter-ocular asymmetry, as was observed in our patient.

The combination of ocular and neurological signs and symptoms were clues to investigate for a neurologic process. A good understanding of anatomy and pathophysiology allowed us to better understand the mechanism underlying the presenting symptoms, which then led to additional CN testing and appropriate neuroimaging studies.
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Optometrists are well-equipped to diagnose and manage almost any ocular condition that walks through the door, whether simple or complex. However, in the midst of working through the differential diagnosis, it can be easy to forget to handle all of the issues affecting the patient. Often, we make a primary diagnosis, construct a treatment plan and move on—not thinking twice about any possible concomitant conditions. It’s not unusual to deal with a patient whose allergic response is elevated due to a compromised ocular surface and whose contact lens wearing time is reduced or quality of vision is affected—all on the same visit.

**Document Everything**

A good example of this is the concurrent presentation of ocular allergies and ocular surface disease (OSD). The symptoms of each can mask one another, confounding the proper diagnosis, treatment and documentation. Moreover, many of these patients are also contact lens wearers, further complicating the already muddled coding picture.

If your patient presents with a primary complaint associated with either of these two conditions, it is critical to note these issues in the “reason for visit” or “chief complaint” section of the medical record. Once you have completed a thorough systemic and ocular case history, your anterior segment exam notes should reflect your current exam and lid eversion findings and contact lens wear habits, as well as the patient’s lens care products.

Order your diagnoses based on the patient’s chief complaint and physical findings. Don’t be afraid to map multiple diagnoses to the office visit for appropriate coverage.

The first component of scoring the medical management portion of your E/M visit is tabulating the number of diagnoses and number of treatment options. Here, don’t short-change yourself by excluding anything, as these factors will also play a role in the remaining sections of the medical decision-making based on additional testing, consultation with other physicians, the acute or chronic aspect of the disease and what was prescribed, if anything.

After the assessment, your plan should clearly state the what, why and when of ongoing care. Be clear and descriptive for each of the conditions diagnosed. For example, use direct statements such as: “patient to RTC in one week for further diagnostic evaluation and follow-up for ocular surface disease and allergic conjunctivitis and potential change of contact lens modality.”

Done properly, this can then be transposed as the patient’s reason for return visit: “patient returning per doctor-directed orders for further diagnostic evaluation and follow-up for ocular surface disease and allergic conjunctivitis and potential change of contact lens modality.”

Greater specificity in the medical record leads to a more clinically appropriate case history, level of physical exam, medical decision making and, ultimately, a more accurate code for the encounter. It also helps you to establish medical necessity for point-of-care clinical lab tests such as osmolarity (CPT 83861) or inflammation (CPT 83516) at the first visit so they can be done prior to the physician seeing the patient on the follow-up. The same goes for any other necessary special ophthalmic procedures.

Keep in mind that the follow-up schedule may differ for each condition based on the individual. You may follow the dry eye every three to four months, but ocular allergy only every six. Just be sure to note the appropriate frequency of follow-up visits in the record.

Recording appropriate detail during the entire annual episode of care allows you to ultimately code your procedures and diagnoses properly and map out a clinically relevant and defensible care plan. Don’t forget that concomitant conditions can—and often do—occur in different anatomical regions. You can follow a glaucoma patient who has dry eye and is a contact lens wearer in the very same fashion.

Your meticulous medical record is where you sort all of this out to ensure the patient is properly managed and you are billing and coding correctly.

Send your coding questions to rocodingconnection@gmail.com.
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Many eyelid lesions are so commonplace in clinical practice that the finding is dismissed, but some raise suspicion and a few generate concern for malignancy—particularly lesions that have changed in size, shape or color; are itchy or have ulceration, scabbing or bleeding, or with other concerning clinical features. Differentiating benign from pre-malignant or malignant is crucial to help guide appropriate management and referral.

Here’s a look at many of the frequently observed eyelid and periorbital lesions along the benign to malignant spectrum.

**Benign Lesions**

The location of many benign and pre-malignant eyelid lesions, such as seborrheic keratosis (SK), actinic keratosis (AK) and Bowen’s disease, is related to chronic and direct sun exposure—making their occurrence most typical on the lower eyelids.1,2 Many of these lesions are only of cosmetic concern, though in some cases they can induce astigmatism or eyelid disfigurement that requires intervention.

**Chalazia.** These are firm, well-defined nodules in the subcutaneous eyelid tissue, within the tarsal plate. They typically form as chronic sequelae to an acute meibomian gland hordeolum. Chalazia are comprised of consolidated lipogranulomatous tissue.3 They may present with acute inflammation but more often are non-tender and a cosmetic aggravation.4 They tend to be found in patients with concomitant blepharitis and meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD).

Frequent warm compresses and gentle massage over the lesion may lead to improvement or resolution, though resolution is less likely if the chalazion has been present for two months or more.4 The additional use of antibiotic or antibiotic/steroid solutions or ointments can also be effective, but does not appear to improve resolution outcomes or overall lesion size compared with warm compresses alone.4 If unresolved, intralesional steroid injection or incision and curettage are the next therapeutic steps.

In cases of locally recurrent chalazion, be on high alert for sebaceous cell carcinoma (SCC), particularly in older patients.

**Epidermal inclusion cysts.** These are common cutaneous lesions, often referred to as epidermoid, epidermal, inclusion or keratin cysts.5 They contain keratinized squamous epithelium and lipids, which may
be odorous if ruptured. They are dome-shaped and creamy- or skin-colored and often have a superficial central keratin plug. These cysts may form directly within a hair follicle if its orifice becomes obstructed, or may form secondary to dermal trauma or acne, whereby the epithelium implants into the dermis. Epidermal inclusion cysts mostly remain quiescent, but in some cases can grow and become inflamed, infected or rupture. Rarely, case reports have described their development into SCC, but its documented occurrence is so rare that monitoring or biopsy are not necessary.

Surgical excision of the cyst with its walls is the definitive treatment, though observation is acceptable in asymptomatic cases.

Hidrocystoma. Apocrine and eccrine sweat glands are found along the eyelid margins and in the pretarsal and preseptal skin, respectively. Hidrocystomas, which develop in these glands, are fluid-filled solitary cystic elevations that are translucent or may have a bluish hue.

Traditional treatment involves incision and drainage; however, improvement tends only to be temporary, as the cysts often re-fill within two to six weeks. Electrodesiccation of the walls of the cyst and cautery may help delay recurrence, but the cysts can remain untreated if they are not bother-some to the patient.

Seborrheic keratosis. This is the most common benign tumor and is frequently seen on the face, particularly in elderly patients. These epithelial proliferations are typically darkly pigmented, slightly raised and well-defined with a scaly texture of ridges and fissures that often appear as if they are “stuck on” the skin. They do not transform into malignancy but can be removed as needed with cryotherapy, curettage or ablative laser.

Pre-malignant Lesions

For pre-malignant lesions, the commonly used term in situ refers to a group of abnormal cells confined to the epidermal layer but not breaching the basement membrane. A breach would be considered invasive carcinoma. Identifying and properly managing or referring these lesions may be critical to the patient’s long-term outcomes.

Nevi. Melanocytic nevi are quite common and are often referred to as moles. Junctional nevi may be present at birth or may develop before early adulthood. These are pigmented, flat macules that grow over time into the common compound (epidermal and dermal) or intradermal nevus. Excision or shave is optional if they are troublesome to the patient.

Actinic keratosis. Also known as solar keratosis, this is a clinical sign of photo-aging—sun-related skin damage to exposed areas. These lesions demonstrate intraepithelial keratinocytic dysplasia and are in situ SCC, precursors of invasive SCC. AK usually appears as pink, but possibly tan or red, pustules or plaques, which may become scaly with time; hypertrophy or bleeding should increase suspicion for SCC. Because the clinical features of AK are fairly nonspecific with broad differentials, clinicians should refer for biopsy when they present in high-risk anatomical locations or in high-risk patients, such as those with a history of skin cancer or immunosuppression.

Table 1. The ABCDEs of Melanoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signs concerning for malignant transformation of a nevus into melanoma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry: if any two halves of a lesion are not symmetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borders: irregular borders or development of satellite pigmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color: uneven color or changes in color (especially white, gray, red or blue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter: enlarging size or &gt;6mm diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other concerning changes include ulceration, scaling, discharge or bleeding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluation Pearls
Because 15% to 20% of periorcular lesions are malignant, comprehensive eye examinations should include questioning regarding prior skin cancers and the extent of UV exposure. Clinicians should document objective findings such as skin type, lesion size, changes to pre-existing lesions, ulceration, pigmentation, madarosis, induration, symptoms such as itching or bleeding and changes to eyelid architecture and function. Cervical, preauricular, parotid and submandibular lymph nodes should be palpated for firmness and tenderness. Clinicians should photograph all suspicious lesions and refer patients to dermatology, teledermatology or oculoplastics for evaluation. If a full eyelid examination reveals any signs of orbital invasion such as strabismus, hyper- or hypo-globus, extraocular muscle dysfunction and proptosis, clinicians should evaluate these patients with neuroimaging.

Because 15% to 20% of periorcular lesions are malignant, comprehensive eye examinations should include questioning regarding prior skin cancers and the extent of UV exposure. Clinicians should document objective findings such as skin type, lesion size, changes to pre-existing lesions, ulceration, pigmentation, madarosis, induration, symptoms such as itching or bleeding and changes to eyelid architecture and function. Cervical, preauricular, parotid and submandibular lymph nodes should be palpated for firmness and tenderness. Clinicians should photograph all suspicious lesions and refer patients to dermatology, teledermatology or oculoplastics for evaluation. If a full eyelid examination reveals any signs of orbital invasion such as strabismus, hyper- or hypo-globus, extraocular muscle dysfunction and proptosis, clinicians should evaluate these patients with neuroimaging.

Malignant Lesions
Eyelid malignancies carry a considerable risk of globe and vision impairment, given that eyelid and periorcular tissue destruction can impair the tear drainage apparatus, eyelid position, muscular function and local glandular secretions. This is true for both the lesion itself and after its excision and repair. Ultraviolet (UV) exposure is the principal risk factor for all of the following eyelid malignancies.

Basal cell carcinoma (BCC). This accounts for 90% to 95% of eyelid malignancies, making them the most frequently encountered. Eighty percent of BCCs occur on the head and neck, with 20% of these being periocular. Basal cell carcinoma is atypical in the periorbital area, despite it being most commonly found in other highly sun-exposed regions; it is found more typically in males in their 40s to 60s.

Keratoacanthoma can fully regress without any intervention. However, while keratoacanthoma’s clinical appearance seems unique, it is not clinically pathognomonic, and histology is necessary to definitively rule out invasive SCC. Full excision with margin control, recommended for all periorbital lesions suspected to be keratoacanthoma, provides a low recurrence rate. Even if not found to be SCC, excision will prevent local tissue destruction.

This patient had BCC of the lower eyelid. Above is the immediate post-op s/p Mohs micrographic surgery with Tenzel closure. At right is one year post-op.
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eyelid (50% to 60%), followed by the medial canthus (25% to 30%).

Risk factors for BCC include advancing age, UV exposure (particularly during adolescent years), immune suppression, fair skin with red or blonde hair and blue eyes and smoking. BCC has no sex predilection. BCC rarely metastasizes but can be locally invasive.

BCC is subdivided into types, each with its own distinguishing features. The nodular subtype is the most common, representing anywhere between 43% and 77% of presentations. These tend to present as painless nodular lesions, but may cause symptoms of itching or bleeding. These lesions can be white with pearly raised edges, telangiectatic vessels and central ulcerations, which are expected with increasing size. Growth is slow and insidious and can cause madarosis if at the lash line.

Rodent ulcers, a variant of the nodular subtype, are described as solid, circumscribed and often scab.

The morpheaform subtype of BCC is more aggressive and presents as solitary, pale, flesh- or yellow-colored with poorly defined margins. These lesions can be located in the medial canthus. Because of the morpheaform nature, a greater likelihood for incomplete resection and recurrence exists and therefore recurrence.

For all variants of BCC, complete excision with Mohs is expected 99% of the time with recurrence rates of up to 3% overall; the five-year local recurrence rate after Mohs for primary BCC is 1% and 5.6% for recurrent BCC. Comparatively, standard excisions (non-Mohs) are incomplete for up to a quarter of periocular BCC with recurrence rates as high as 30% to 50%. Because up to 18% recur at five years, long-term monitoring post-excision is advised.

Squamous cell carcinoma. This is the second most common eyelid malignancy comprising 3.4% to 12.6%. SCCs occur two to three times more frequently in men than women with a median age of onset in the sixth and seventh decades. As with BCC, SCC are commonly found on the lower lids and medial canthi. Risk factors include UV exposure, fair complexion, immune suppression, high fat diets, chemical exposures, smoking and human papilloma virus (HPV).

Sebaceous cell carcinoma. This accounts for only 5% of eyelid neoplasms, although the incidence is higher for Asians than Caucasians. These lesions arise from meibomian and meiss glands and are more likely to occur on the upper eyelid due to the preponderance of glandular ducts in this region. Female patients and those in their late 50s to early 70s are at increased risk. Sebaceous cell carcinomas present as painless solitary nodules or a diffuse thickening with recurrence rates as high as 30% to 50%. Because up to 18% recur at five years, long-term monitoring post-excision is advised.

Bowen’s disease is SCC in situ, which histologically shows full thickness epidermal squamous cell dysplasia. It is a superficial skin cancer in an early stage but may progress to invasive SCC in 3% to 5% of cases.

SCC presents similarly to BCC. Their natural course generally begins as a painless, small raised keratin patch, which slowly transforms to a papillomatous lesion and then to a larger ulcerated lesion. These are commonly misdiagnosed as chronic anterior blepharitis.

SCCs tend to be invasive and patients are at risk for metastasis through direct extension of cancerous cells into surrounding tissue or through the lymphatic system. Overall, SCC comprises greater than 20% of non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC) and account for the most metastatic disease and mortality from NMSC. The risk for tissue destruction is significant.

Reported recurrence rates are similar to that of BCC at 2.4% to 36.9% at five years, with the extremes of the range relating to Mohs versus standard excision. The five-year recurrence after Mohs for recurrent SCC is 10%. For primary SCC that is well differentiated without metastasis, the recurrence rate after Mohs is 2% to 3%.

Sebaceous cell carcinoma. This accounts for only 5% of eyelid neoplasms, although the incidence is higher for Asians than Caucasians. These lesions arise from meibomian and meiss glands and are more likely to occur on the upper eyelid due to the preponderance of glandular ducts in this region. Female patients and those in their late 50s to early 70s are at increased risk. Sebaceous cell carcinomas present as painless solitary nodules or a diffuse thickening with recurrence rates as high as 30% to 50%. Because up to 18% recur at five years, long-term monitoring post-excision is advised. 

Bowen’s disease is SCC in situ, which histologically shows full thickness epidermal squamous cell dysplasia. It is a superficial skin cancer in an early stage but may progress to invasive SCC in 3% to 5% of cases.
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erythema. Madarosis will often occur if the lesion’s source is a Zeiss gland. The lesions can be yellow due to the lipid content within the neoplastic cells. Although a rare presentation, sebaceous cell lesions can ulcerate and mimic BCC.

Differentials include recurrent chalazion, blepharoconjunctivitis, BCC or SCC. These lesions are misdiagnosed, clinically and pathologically, up to two-thirds of the time, which can delay appropriate treatment by as much as one to two years.

Hallmark features of this malignancy are pagetoid spread (26% to 47% of the time) and aggressive local extension. Pagetoid spread is defined as intraepithelial growth that often extends over the conjunctiva. Conjunctival involvement presents as injection with or without papillary reaction. Therefore, clinicians should suspect sebaceous cell carcinoma in cases of un-resolving unilateral blepharoconjunctivitis. Recurrence rates differ based upon the presence of pagetoid spread—36% with vs. 7% without—implying that epithelial involvement greatly affects prognosis. Lymph involvement ensues through perineural infiltration and invasion. Metastasis to lymph nodes and distal organs occurs in 8% to 18% and 3% to 8% of cases, respectively.

**Malignant melanoma.** These account for fewer than 1% of eyelid malignancies. The lesions arise de novo or from pre-malignancies such as congenital nevi, dysplastic nevi or lentigo maligna (melanoma in situ, also known as Hutchinson’s freckle). Eyelid melanomas can present with or without pigment, complicating accurate diagnosis. Therefore, clinicians should consider the ABCDEs of melanoma (Table 1). Sun exposure to fair skin puts patients at greatest risk, with the lower eyelid being the most common location. Superficial spreading lesions have a better prognosis than the nodular type. Because eyelid melanoma’s behavior is consistent with cutaneous melanomas, a significant risk of lymph node metastasis exists.

**Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC).** This is another rare eyelid malignancy that originates from neuroendocrine cells. Females are more apt to be affected in their 70s and 80s. Risk factors include sun exposure, immune suppression and polyomavirus. MCCs are solitary nodules with or without telangiectatic vessels. The nodules are painless and appear purple or reddish in color. Additional signs may include ulceration and madarosis. The mnemonic “AEIOU” can help to recall features consistent with MCC (Table 2).

Differential diagnoses for MCC include chalazion, keratoacanthoma, SCC, BCC and sebaceous cell carcinoma. These lesions grow rapidly over weeks to months, and two-thirds of Merkel cell tumors...
The standard surgical treatment for BCC, SCC and sebaceous cell is Mohs with intraoperative frozen sections.19,30,34 Mohs is also used for many non-melanoma tumors and in situations where lesions may have aggressive growth patterns or when tissue conservation is critical.30 Its use for Merkel cell and melanoma is controversial.56

The absence of subcutaneous fat in the eyelid complicates surgical reconstruction concerns. The delicacy of the periorbital area frequently requires an interdisciplinary approach that includes both a Mohs surgeon and oculo or facial plastic surgeon.25

Adjunct therapies to Mohs include topical chemotherapy for BCC lesions for which surgical excision is not appropriate or those with unclear margins.20 Cryotherapy or topical chemotherapy are options for sebaceous cell lesions with pagetoid spread.24 Radiotherapy, an adjunct therapy for MCC, can lower the rates of recurrence.19 Photodynamic therapy with topical 5-aminolevulinic acid is a non-surgical alternative for SCC.19

A better understanding of genetic pathways for mutation has led to targeted immunotherapies. BCC studies have used medications such as vismodegib and imiquimod. Imiquimod may also have applications in the treatment of melanoma.20 Epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitors are under investigation for SCC.20 These promising treatments are likely to have less systemic toxicity.

When managing these post-op patients, optometrists are likely to encounter complications ranging from ptosis and trichiasis to ectropion and corneal ulcers.20 Patients must be followed for signs of recurrence.

Treatment Pearls

Incisional or excisional biopsies are indicated for most eyelid malignancies, with excisional reserved for the more aggressive forms. Considerations for skip lesions and pagetoid spread associated with sebaceous cell carcinoma may require full thickness or map biopsies.30 Varying risks of metastasis to lymph nodes with all eyelid malignancies (except BCC) warrant sentinel lymph node biopsies, although some surgeons dispute this, citing little to no patient survival benefit.20 Prior to determining treatment, the lesion’s histologic diagnosis should be established (generally with permanent paraffin-embedded sections).

The standard surgical treatment for BCC, SCC and sebaceous cell is Mohs with intraoperative frozen sections.19,30,34 Mohs is also used for many non-melanoma tumors and in situations where lesions may have aggressive growth patterns or when tissue conservation is critical.30 Its use for Merkel cell and melanoma is controversial.56

The absence of subcutaneous fat in the eyelid complicates surgical reconstruction concerns. The delicacy of the periorbital area frequently requires an interdisciplinary approach that includes both a Mohs surgeon and oculo or facial plastic surgeon.25

Adjunct therapies to Mohs include topical chemotherapy for BCC lesions for which surgical excision is not appropriate or those with unclear margins.20 Cryotherapy or topical chemotherapy are options for sebaceous cell lesions with pagetoid spread.24 Radiotherapy, an adjunct therapy for MCC, can lower the rates of recurrence.19 Photodynamic therapy with topical 5-aminolevulinic acid is a non-surgical alternative for SCC.19

A better understanding of genetic pathways for mutation has led to targeted immunotherapies. BCC studies have used medications such as vismodegib and imiquimod. Imiquimod may also have applications in the treatment of melanoma.20 Epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitors are under investigation for SCC.20 These promising treatments are likely to have less systemic toxicity.

When managing these post-op patients, optometrists are likely to encounter complications ranging from ptosis and trichiasis to ectropion and corneal ulcers.20 Patients must be followed for signs of recurrence.
At the Crossroads of Allergy, Dry Eye and Lid Disease

Any of these ocular surface issues can set off inflammation. Here’s how to get to the root of the problem. By Clare Halleran, OD, and Jennifer S. Harthan, OD

The Tear Film and Ocular Surface Society (TFOS) delivered a landmark manuscript when it issued its second Dry Eye Workshop (DEWS II) report in 2017. That research highlighted the relationship between the intricately connected structures of the ocular surface.

The take-home point is that there rarely is just one structure affected when tear homeostasis is disrupted. Dry eye states, for instance, worsen allergic reactions, and those allergic reactions cause more inflammation, which in turn, worsens ocular dryness. Inflammation is both the cause and effect of dry eye states. It’s a vicious cycle.

TFOS’s original DEWS report, published in 2007, defined the lacrimal functional unit (LFU) as an integrated system comprised of the lacrimal glands, the ocular surface, the eyelids and the sensory/motor nerves that connect them all.1

This article reviews the key areas of the LFU and how they are altered when ocular allergy and dry eye emerge.

The Value of Healthy Lids

In general, when patients experience problems with their eyelids, they are often gradual and likely developed before obvious symptoms were noticed. The lids, and subsequently the palpebral conjunctiva, are two areas that optometrists must investigate extensively.

The eyelids contain three glands—Zeis, Moll, meibomian—that come together to create the lipid layer, comprised of low polarity (wax and cholesterol esters) and high polarity lipids (triglycerides, free fatty acids and phospholipids). The main function of these lipids is to create a uniform, protective top layer of the tear film.2 While small—only 3uL thick—the tear film creates lubrication, as well as antimicrobial protection, nutrition, maintenance of corneal transparency and surface stem cell population. It’s vital for the removal of debris and the preservation of the quality of the image projected to the retina.2,4

Blinking occurs approximately once every three to four seconds in most patients. However, research shows digital devices are reducing blink rates to 4.5 per minute.5

This is one lifestyle factor that can cause the LFU to dysfunction, setting off the vicious dry eye cycle. A normal functioning eye would flush away inflammatory mediators that suppress T-cell activation and inhibit complement-mediated tissue damage by blinking and tear drainage from the ocular surface. With fewer blinks, the patient may be at risk for meibomian gland atrophy and ultimately chronic ocular surface disease.6

Fig. 1. This patient’s line of Marx is visible thanks to vital dye staining.
LFU Examination
Evaluating the external eyelid begins during initial observation. This exam requires optometrists to observe lid positioning, blink rates and lid closure before putting their patient in front of a slit lamp. These evaluations are especially important in geriatric patients, as their orbicularis muscle may lose tension and lagophthalmos and lid congruity conditions may be present. Observing the eyelid margins may lead to additional causes for a patient’s symptomatology.

Lid wiper epitheliopathy can be a contributing factor to many debilitating symptoms. A patient who presents with a normal appearing blink rate and function but is symptomatic of dry eye or contact lens discomfort warrants an evaluation of this structure. The lid wiper is the anatomical area of the palpebral marginal conjunctiva in the upper and lower lids that is in contact with the globe. In the upper lid, it extends from the crest of the sharp posterior (inner) lid border (the mucocutaneous junction) to the subtarsal fold superiorly, and from the medial upper punctum to the lateral canthus horizontally in the lower lid. Lid eversion is a simple, useful diagnostic assessment for any patient presenting with symptoms of dry eye or contact lens discomfort.

Lid wiper epitheliopathy is also associated with decreased tear film stability, contact lens wear and lid-parallel conjunctival folds. It’s best observed with vital dye staining—in particular, lissamine green, which can unveil significant dryness secondary to frictional and mechanical forces (such as contact lens wear). The mucocutaneous junction, also known as the line of Marx (LOM), runs parallel to and away from the orifices of the meibomian glands along the conjunctival border in normal patients and becomes anteriorly displaced to the orifices with increasing irregularity. Researchers still aren’t sure whether meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD) is caused by this anterior displacement of the LOM or if MGD precedes its displacement.

It is possible to view the superior LOM without lid eversion but research shows lissamine green is the best way to observe keratinized debris (Figure 1). Debridement of LOM is a clinically significant method for improving symptoms. It also provides meibomian gland production in some severe dry eye patients. The mechanical debridement of the LOM and the lid margin removes keratin from the meibomian gland orifices that can obstruct lipid expression to the ocular surface. This technique can provide its own statistically significant symptom relief and improve meibomian gland function.

Carefully evaluating the base of the lashes on slit lamp examination can help expose an abundance of Demodex folliculorum or Demodex brevis. Run amok, these mites can both create eyelid inflammation (blepharitis) and inflame rosacea that, in turn, affect the meibomian glands’ ability to secrete meibum—another vicious cycle.

Research presented at ARVO in 2017 demonstrated that cylindrical dandruff was pathognomonic for the presence of Demodex (Figure 2). Additionally, patients with more lid laxity also had higher incidence of Demodex. Treatments include tea tree oil and examination for clinical sign of these mites should be done during a general examination.

Many chemicals used in cosmetics affects the ocular surface. In fact, oil-based makeup can provide sustained nance for Demodex, so ODs should advise patients regarding daily cosmetic hygiene practices and consistent removal of cosmetics. Those with a Demodex diagnosis should avoid oil-based make-up products. Even those without Demodex-related issues who do not remove make-up products report more complaints of dry eyes than those who do remove those products.

Meibomian Gland Dysfunction
Research suggests MGD is the most frequent cause of DED. Diagnosing MGD requires a combination of collecting patient symptoms—such as burning, itching, irritation, foreign body sensation and dryness—and diagnostic imaging—such as meibography, tear break-up time, the Korb Meibomian Gland Evaluator (Johnson & Johnson Vision) and Schirmer testing (Figure 3).

MGD and DED are not mutually exclusive. MGD may result, as discussed, from eyelid inflammation, but it can also arise from conjunctival inflammation, corneal damage, tear film instability, microbiological changes associated with DED or any combination of those. Gland dropout, blockage and inflammation can all cause stasis. Over time, this leads to chronic proliferation of bacteria and can provide an environment Demodex, ultimately increasing lid and conjunctival inflammation, thus perpetuating the chronic inflammatory cycle of DED.
Ocular allergy can significantly alter the DED cycle by initiating an inflammatory response in the ocular surface, which in turn leads to tear film instability. The DEWS II includes allergic conjunctivitis among DED’s likeliest risk factors. Ocular allergy is typically classified into two main categories: common keratoconjunctivitis (seasonal and perennial) and rarer keratoconjunctivitis (vernal and atopic). Seasonal and perennial conjunctivitis are immunoglobulin E (IgE)–mediated hypersensitivity responses, typically presenting with mild-to-moderate signs and symptoms of ocular allergy. Allergic conjunctivitis can be distinguished from Demodex based on the location of the itch. In allergy, it is directed toward the conjunctiva, whereas Demodex itching is experienced along the lid.

Vernal and atopic keratoconjunctivitis are T-helper–mediated responses, often presenting with more complex, severe chronic inflammatory responses. Several studies show an association between ocular allergy and reduced tear break-up-time (TBUT). A 2017 study demonstrated how patients with ocular allergy develop morphological changes to their meibomian glands, which could be attributed to either ocular inflammation or damage from scratching and eye-rubbing, or both.

The DEWS II research includes tear osmolarity in its diagnostic protocol, as it is a core mechanism of dry eye disease. One study looked at osmolarity in patients with allergic rhinoconjunctivitis, finding values of 318 mOsm/l to 324 mOsm/l. Another study found increased levels of inflammatory markers matrix metalloproteinase-1, -2 and -9 in patients with vernal keratoconjunctivitis, which is significant, as increased levels of MMP-9 can lead to increased ocular surface staining and increased symptoms of dry eye disease.

Neurosensory abnormalities also play a key role in ocular surface disease. Hyperosmolarity of the tear film and ocular surface inflammation—both of which can result from allergic reactions—can change corneal sensory receptors by inducing peripheral sensitization and even nerve damage. Symptoms of ocular allergy and DED frequently overlap and are mediated by corneal sensory innervation. DED and ocular allergy are not mutually exclusive, and ODs must take care to examine the entire ocular surface to ensure patients receive appropriate integrated management.

Right on Target
The symptomology of a patient’s dry eye does not always match their clinical signs. This makes clinical management difficult. However, as we begin to understand the disease further, this discrepancy is becoming less of an issue. Many practitioners have incorporated protocols to help develop more specific diagnoses and more targeted management of DED.

Diagnostic dyes such as sodium fluorescein, lissamine green dye and rose bengal are among the most common ways to observe signs of dry eye damage. In 2016, investigators noted that clinical dyes used as a means to determine the absence of tear abnormalities could produce a false negative in many cases ruled as ‘symptoms not matching clinical signs’. The research argued that a single instillation of a dye may not be sufficient to elicit evidence of ocular surface or lid wiper epitheliopathy associated with desiccation. A second instillation may possibly show clinical evidence. The concentration and volume of the dye per manufactured strip could also play a factor in results.

Many practitioners have adopted point-of-care testing to assist with DED diagnosis and monitoring. Hyperosmolarity has been described as a primary marker of tear film integrity and is often higher in patients diagnosed with DED. Measurement of tear osmolarity has a high-positive predictive value and should not be used as a standalone test. An unstable tear film will cause osmolarity readings to fluctuate, indicating the patient may need a change in management. MMP-9 immunoassay measurement provides information regarding the presence of inflammation on the ocular surface. Inflammation may be present before the clinical signs of dry eye, contributing to increased corneal desquamation and corneal surface irregularity. Point-of-care testing assists with the management of the patient, helping the practitioner quantify and monitor the patients response to therapies.
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Meibomian gland evaluation through expression and meibography has become an essential part of the clinical examination. However, a common concern with meibography is how to appropriately use the information gathered to help classify a patient’s level of MGD. Heiko Pult’s grading scale was determined to be the most agreeable between grading clinicians and has been used to grade meibomian gland atrophy (MGA) in multiple research papers and posters.30

Lifestyle

Environment and geographic location may contribute factors to ocular surface disease. Temperature, humidity and pollen counts can affect the signs and symptoms of dry eye. Expectedly, as humidity levels increased, symptomology decreased. However, in times of higher temperature without humidity symptoms of dry eye increased. In addition, as pollen counts elevated, symptoms increased, more lower lid staining was recorded and non-invasive tear break up time decreased.30,41 The use of digital devices is growing and with increased use, eye care practitioners have noted higher prevalence of dry eye signs and symptoms among all age groups, including children. The potential adverse effect of this increased digital use may interfere with work and school performance, productivity and quality of life.

A study presented at ARVO in 2016 demonstrated that, regardless of age, patients are using an increased number of digital devices for multiple hours throughout the day contributing to dry eye symptoms and vision fluctuation.42

The ocular surface is complex and complaints of ocular discomfort are often not exclusive to one disease process. Advancements in anterior diagnostic testing have furthered our understanding of how changes to the structures of the anterior eye contribute to ocular surface disease processes. Optometrists are in a unique position to make a true difference in our patient’s lives and there is much every practitioner can do to make a positive difference to the health our patient’s eye. By reminding ourselves how eyelid morphology, allergic processes and dry eye progression are connected, careful examination of every patient will lead to more preventative and customized management. ■

Dr Hallaran is a private practice owner in Clarenville Newfoundland Canada and serves as an adjunct clinical instructor for Waterloo School of Optometry.

Dr. Harthan is a professor at the Illinois College of Optometry and chief of the Cornea Center for Clinical Excellence at the Illinois Eye Institute.
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The eyes are one of the biggest markers of facial attractiveness, and everyone has taken notice. The beauty industry is more than happy to aid consumers in enhancing their eyes. Salon and at-home eyelash augmentation procedures are projected to continue expanding and growing in popularity in the market, and false eyelashes alone are expected to bring in almost two billion dollars by the end of 2024.

The quest for longer, thicker and darker eyelashes and eyes that appear larger, however, does not come without risk. This is a risk many patients don’t mind taking, as they are often unwilling to give up their beauty regimen. In a study of 1,292 women, 44% of participants reported experiencing negative feelings when they weren’t able to wear make-up. Even knowing the risks might not be enough for patients to discontinue eye-enhancing procedures. Educating patients about healthier practices and alternatives could be the next best option.

False Eyelashes
These are categorized as strip lashes, individual flare lashes and single individual lashes, and are made from real hair or synthetic material. These lashes are applied at the lid margin above the existing lashes with glue, which often contains harsh ingredients with allergenic properties, including formaldehyde and latex. False lashes are associated with allergic contact dermatitis, blepharoconjunctivitis and abrasions secondary to application, removal and lashfall.

A newer false eyelash alternative created to avoid glues is the magnetic false eyelash (Figure 1). These lashes can be applied in two ways—either small magnets sandwich a patient’s real lashes between a set of upper and lower false lashes or the magnetic false lashes attach above the lash line to a thick line of metallic-based eyeliner. Risks include application abrasion, lashfall due to the weight of the magnets and metal allergies in the case of the eyeliner version.

If patients choose to use false eyelashes, recommend that they use glues that do not contain formaldehyde, choose lashes of a natural length—1/3 the eye width to facilitate the best ocular health by maintaining proper aerodynamic flow and avoiding funneling air and debris into the ocular surface—and use partial strips instead of ones that extend the full lash line to avoid using more material than necessary. Patients should take breaks in false lash wear or reserve them for special occasions.

Fig. 1. Magnetic lashes with added mascara.
Placing a small amount of glue or metallic eyeliner on the inside of the wrist for a “patch test” could alert patients to potential allergies before contact dermatitis occurs on their eyelid.

Lash and lid procedures were created to enhance and rarely replace make-up. Mascara is often used in conjunction with false eyelashes to help “blend” them with the real ones. The addition of ocular cosmetics further increases the risk of irritation, allergic reaction and infection. Eye cosmetics themselves can contain allergenic and toxic additives.8-21 The non-profit Environmental Working Group has a free online database that rates more than 70,000 cosmetics and ingredients in terms of safety for doctors and patients alike to learn more about different products.22

**Eyelash Extensions**

This approach differs from false eyelashes in their application. Extensions are applied by gluing a single hair or synthetic lash to an existing anatomic eyelash (Figure 2). This is a long process and takes a trained esthetician between one and three hours to apply 50 to 200 lash extensions individually with forceps. The glues involved with application contain the same allergenic ingredients as false lashes, sometimes in even stronger concentrations.23,24 Post-application ocular irritation is common.

Most professional estheticians recommend re-doing or “filling” extensions every two to four weeks to replace lashes that have fallen as part of the natural lifecycle of an eyelash—four to 11 months depending on ocular health—and achieve the best look.24 In order to “fill” extensions, old extensions must first be removed. Removal is often achieved by using ocular-irritating glue solvents combined with fragrances. Even in the best case scenario, some of the remover will make its way to the ocular surface, as it would with traditional eye makeup remover.25 A closed eye is not an air- or water-tight seal. Hygiene may become an issue, as these lashes are meant to be worn for weeks at a time. Extensions have the same potential complications as false eyelashes, with added infective risks of chalazia/hordeola and blepharitis.6

Safer practices for eyelash extensions include using glues that do not contain formaldehyde and removers that are oil-based. Patients need to practice lid hygiene and understand that extensions are not like jeans that you don’t wash in an effort to protect the look. Over-the-counter (OTC) hypochlorous acid is a cleaning option that will not dissolve the glues. More natural lash lengths are also preferable.

Should you encounter a patient with “extensions gone wrong,” you can remove the extensions quite easily in-office. Start by clearing the lid margins of excess infective debris with an oil-based tea-tree lid cleanser. Next, generously apply a non-irritating oil, such as argan, jojoba, fractionated coconut and macadamia nut, to the lid margin. Have the patient close their eyes for five minutes under a heated micro-bead eye mask. The combination of heat and oil will loosen the glue bonds. You can then use a little mechanical action and jeweler’s forceps to remove the extensions.

If you aren’t able to remove the extensions with these materials, you can obtain online the same lash solvents used by salons. Exercise proper infection and inflammation control with topical steroids and antibiotics as needed and amniotic membranes for corneal involvement.

**Eyelash Perming**

Sometimes known as a “lash-lift,” lash perming is a trend that may...
be a bit harder to detect, as there are no false lash materials involved (Figure 3). The only way to know if a patient has undergone a lash-lift is via their case history. The goal with a lash-lift is for the natural eye-lashes to curl up and outward.

During this procedure, the eyelashes are wrapped around a metallic or plastic rod that either is coated in adhesive or comes with an adhesive for the patient/esthetician to paint on the rod. Some kits use plastic “clips” to keep the lashes in place. Then, perming and neutralizer solutions containing highly ocular toxic active ingredients—hydrogen peroxide and thioglycolic acid—and other irritating additives are applied (Table 1). The entire process takes 10 to 15 minutes.

Patients should avoid lash lifting due to the potential risks. However, if a patient is adamant about attempting a lash-lift, only a highly trained professional esthetician should perform this procedure to mitigate the amount of perming and neutralizing solutions on the ocular surface.

The main risk involved in lash lifting is toxic keratoconjunctivitis, and allergic reactions to perming solutions and adhesives are known to occur. Patients should see their eye doctor immediately if significant irritation ensues. As water deactivates perming solutions, the patient will likely have been told not to get their lashes wet for 24 hours. If a patient presents with a reaction within 24 hours, you can flush the ocular surface and lashes. Unfortunately, after that time, these allergens will stick around for the natural lifecycle of an eyelash. Patients who experience a “lash-lift gone wrong” will likely need to be treated similarly to patients with basic, mild chemical burns with topical steroids, antibiotics and amniotic membranes.

**Eyelash Tinting**

In this cosmetic procedure, permanent dyes are applied to darken the eyelashes. Similar to lash perming, the lashes are wrapped around a sticky plastic or metal rod and permanent dye is applied and allowed to set. Ocular toxic and allergenic ingredients commonly found in lash tinting products include hydrogen peroxide, dyes and fragrances. The main risk associated with the procedure is an allergic reaction. Again, these allergens will persist for the natural lifecycle of an eyelash. Patients who experience a “lash-lift gone wrong” will likely need to be treated similarly to patients with basic, mild chemical burns with topical steroids, antibiotics and amniotic membranes.
who is willing to “patch test” prior to the tint should perform the procedure. Lash tinting is often combined with lash lifting, so the risks are twofold, and extra caution should be taken.

While eyelash extensions, perming and tinting are all highly recommended to be done by a licensed esthetician, all the products necessary for patients to self-administer are available online and don’t require a medical or esthetician license. With these lash procedures costing hundreds of dollars, the number of home attempts is high, as is the risk for mistakes.

### Eyelash Serums

When Latisse (bimatoprost 0.03%, Allergan) was first approved by the FDA in 2008, it changed the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries. The crucial side effect of darker and thicker eyelashes when this prostaglandin analog was used for glaucoma did not go unnoticed. Daily application along the lash line targets the anagen phase of the eyelash growth cycle, causing longer, thicker and more melanin deposition in the eyelash. This prostaglandin analog may also increase

---

**Table 1. Allergic and Toxic Ingredients in Cosmetic Procedures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cosmetic Procedure</th>
<th>Ingredients Causing Allergy or Ocular Surface Toxicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>False Eyelash Metallic Eyeliners</td>
<td>Pigments: iron oxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyelash Extension Removers</td>
<td>Solvents: 4-methyl-1, 3-dioxolan-2-one, 2-methoxyethanol, propylene carbonate, ethyl acetate Fragrances: phenoxethanol, fragrance*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyelash Perming Solutions</td>
<td>Agents: hydrogen peroxide, thioglycolic acid, sodium bromate Fragrances: limonene, fragrance* Preservatives/solvents: benzyl benzoate, benzyl alcohol, methylparabens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyelash Tinting Dyes</td>
<td>Agents: hydrogen peroxide, p-phenylenediamine, m-aminophenol, resorcinol Fragrances: phenoxethanol, lilial (butylphenyl methylpropional), fragrance*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyelash Serums</td>
<td>Synthetic prostaglandins: ethylcloprostenolomide, methylamido dihydro noralprostol, 17-pheyl tritor, prostaglandin E serinol amide Preservatives: formaldehyde derivatives, methylparabens Fragrances: fragrance*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tattooed Eyeliner Inks</td>
<td>Black pigments: iron oxide, carbon nanoparticles, aluminum silicate White pigments: lead carbonate, titanium dioxide, barium sulfate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fragrances are considered proprietary, so exact ingredients and their risks do not need to be listed and, therefore, are unknown.
the number of eyelashes in the follicle, cause skin and iris pigmentation, conjunctival hyperemia, pruritus (itching) and lash-loss and lower intraocular pressure.29

OTC eyelash serums have risen in popularity in the beauty industry to compete with Latisse. These OTC options can contain synthetic prostaglandins with identical side effects to the pharmaceutical option. Unlike pharma companies, cosmetic companies are not required to list these potential side effects in their packaging. Synthetic prostaglandins can be difficult to spot unless you are familiar with their common names. The key is to look for “prost” as an indicator of a potential synthetic prostaglandin ingredient (Figure 4). Some OTC lash serums that do not contain synthetic prostaglandins include polypeptide and lipopeptide formulations of amino acids that support eyelash growth.30,31 Even the lipopeptide and polypeptide versions do not necessarily come without risk and may contain other irritating ingredients, so it is important to read the ingredient list.

The healthiest practice for using eyelash serums is to advise patients to choose options that do not include prostaglandins. Any patient using a prostaglandin lash serum should be followed regularly to monitor ocular health. Patients with chronic ocular inflammatory conditions, including dry eye disease, should avoid prostaglandin lash serums.

Tattooed Eyeliner

Often referred to as “permanent makeup,” this is a misnomer, as tattooed eyeliner does not last forever. Most tattoos require touch-ups over time as the ink fades. Black eyeliner fades to a bluish tinge, making it easy to detect, and the ink does not always stay contained in the target location, leading to pigment spreading (Figure 5).

The ink used in tattooing is not regulated or necessarily consistent between professional tattoo artists. Black, white and colored inks contain metallic ingredients, which can be allergy-inducing. In addition, tattooing can cause bruising, swelling, infections, scarring, granuloma formation, photo-toxicity and lamellar keratitis.8,5,32-39

A study examining the association between tattoos and meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD) found that tattooed patients demonstrated reduced tear break-up time, loss of meibomian gland architecture and increased corneal staining.32 The impact of the concussive damage and chemical toxicity is also theorized to be contributory to MGD. Permanent makeup on the eyelid should be avoided, as this is not a procedure that can be reversed.

As eye care practitioners, we are well poised to recognize the complications stemming from dangerous beauty trends involving the ocular surface and adnexa. With the cosmetic industry doing everything it can to promote the growth of eyelash and lid enhancement, we need to educate patients about healthier practices and alternatives to strike a better balance between health and beauty.

Dr. Doll is an assistant professor of optometry and the coordinator at Pacific Dry Eye Solutions, a dry eye center of excellence within the Pacific University College of Optometry. She coordinates clinical and didactic ocular surface dryness education, including a course devoted to advanced ocular surface dryness disease clinical techniques, and lectures nationally on ocular surface dryness.

Fig. 4. One of the most common synthetic prostaglandins is isopropyl cloprostenate.

Fig. 5. Pigment fade (left) and spread (right), with the tattooed eyeliner extending upward further than the thin line originally applied, of permanent makeup. Both patients have dry eye with MGD.
**Case Example: The DIY Lift**

A 35-year-old Asian female presented with the chief concern of a bilateral eye infection secondary to use of an expired lash perming kit four days prior. She reported bilateral dull-to-sharp eye pain, photophobia, eye and lid redness and mucus discharge that glues her left eye shut overnight.

She visited her primary care provider two days ago and was prescribed a topical sulfis-based antibiotic. The antibiotics and artificial tears she was using every hour did not reduce her symptoms. External examination demonstrated scaly, 2+ edema and erythema of the lid margins. Once the mucus was loosened and removed with an oil-based tea-tree lid scrub, a 3+ diffuse keratitis and accompanying conjunctivitis was evident.

The patient had brought her lash perming kit along for inspection. The kit included two tubes—one was a curling cream containing thylglycolic acid, and the other was a conditioning cream containing hydrogen peroxide—both of which had expired eight months prior to the patient’s purchase and use. She confirmed that while attempting to perm her own eyelashes, she had gotten the contents of both tubes in her eyes.

The active ingredients in the lash perming kit were still active, leading to a bilateral toxic keratoconjunctivitis and allergic contact dermatitis. The patient was immediately placed on topical steroids (pred acetate 1%) TID and instructed to use gentle lid scrubs with hypochlo-

Of her, she declined a cryopreserved amniotic membrane and was told to avoid all eye cosmetics for the next three days until she could be seen for a follow-up.

Within one week, the patient’s corneal staining decreased and her eyelid edema resolved. She still had some mild scaling of the eyelid skin. She began a steroid taper and was urged to continue daily hypochlorous acid lid scrubs and stay makeup-free for the next week. We discussed non-prostaglandin eyelash serums to condition her natural lashes as an alternative to lash perming.

This patient presented with discharge gluing half her eye shut.

**Lash perm kit ingredients.**
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Dry eye disease (DED) can be frustrating for both the patient, living with pain, and the optometrist, who has to dig for the precise pathogenesis of their patient’s symptoms to best target treatment. That diagnostic process can be costly and time-consuming. Every day the patient spends with burning dry eyes is a day they consider seeing a different optometrist. That’s why it’s vital to have an armamentarium replete with the most up-to-date technologies and techniques to deliver the relief your patients are seeking.

Luckily, optometrists—with a dose of patient cooperation—can handle most of these cases thanks to their clinical acumen as well as several innovative in-office procedures and at-home therapies that patients can be taught to apply. These therapies can be particularly accessible when DED is connected to an underlying disease.

The process begins with a clinical evaluation of the patient to help identify the precise lid disease causing their dryness. Second, the doctor must decide on a treatment protocol to address that underlying issue. Finally, the doctor should educate the patient on an effective management plan that makes use of the technologies and products available to them.

This article provides a guide through those three steps with a focus on lid disease treatment options that the OD can provide in-office, or that a patient can bring home to manage their own condition with optometric oversight.

**Identification**

Any suspicion of lid disease is a good reason to evaluate the patient at the slit lamp. Note the apposition of the eyelid to the globe, presence or absence of lid debris and telangiectasias. Additionally, expressing the meibomian glands demonstrates the quality and quantity of the meibum being secreted.

Eyelid laxity can occur due to aging, eye rubbing, hyperelasticity, inflammation or blepharochalasis.1 Patients may experience symptoms...
such as foreign body sensation, photophobia or irritation. Poor lid apposition may cause lagophthalmos with resultant inferior corneal superficial punctate keratitis. Additionally, an increase in lid laxity can negatively affect blink performance, which is critical for providing and distributing meibum into the tear film. Laxity can easily be evaluated by the “snap” test. In this examination technique, the patient’s lid is lowered and quickly released under the slit lamp. The speed of recovery, or rebound, is noted and subjectively compared with normal.2

Also, be sure to note any lid debris residing at or near the lash margin. Blepharitis, demodicosis and hyperkeratinization are common findings and contributors to dry eye complaints. Research reports that more than 40% of patients in a primary eye care setting have blepharitis.3 Additionally, more than 35% of chronic blepharitis is associated with keratoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS) and meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD).4 Direct bacterial infection, often led by Staphylococcus epidermidis, results in an increase in exotoxins and subsequent release of proinflammatory cytokines into the tear film.5

Demodex mites, the most common ectoparasites on human skin, can also be observed at the lid margin. The risk of demodocosis increases with age and is seen more frequently in patients with concurrent skin conditions such as rosacea.6 The presence of Demodex mites results in pathognomonic cylindrical dandruff at the base of lashes, follicular distention and misdirected or broken lashes.6 Telangiectasias and lid margin erythema are among the most common findings for ocular rosacea.7 Identification of this condition’s findings may precede those of dermatological rosacea in approximately 20% of cases.7 Patients may also exhibit signs such as lid swelling, blepharitis and MGD with more serious cases having potential for corneal neovascularization and thinning.8

Expressability of meibum is an essential component of a complete anterior segment examination and is easily observable at the slit lamp. Digital pressure can be applied to release oil to the surface of the lid margin or a meibomian gland evaluator can be employed to provide uniform and consistent pressure to the lids. Quality and quantity of secretions can be recorded and monitored during therapy for improvement.

**Mechanical Treatments**

Lid debridement, or scaling, of the hyperkeratinized lid margin removes obstructive cells limiting meibum expression and contributing to gland obstruction. Instillation of lissamine green dye highlights the line of Marx (LOM), or mucocutaneous junction. In normal patients, the LOM naturally resides posterior to the meibomian glands but may move anteriorly in patients with MGD. Removing the layer of keratin can be beneficial.9

Microblepharoexfoliation can be performed using the BlephEx (BlephEx) or AB Max (Mycos Industries) devices to mechanically remove biofilm, a potential contributor to DED, plus eyelid scurf and debris.10 The BlephEx procedure takes approximately six to eight minutes to complete all four lids and is well-tolerated by patients. The microspore disposable tip removes debris from the eyelid surface and simultaneously exfoliates the lid margin. The AB Max device offers similar functionality plus a pulse mode designed to address hard-to-remove debris while gently massaging the lid margins, the manufacturer says.

**Treat with Heat**

Thermal treatments for MGD can be implemented in-office and, now, at-home as well. The fundamental principle behind each option is to provide a heat source to loosen the lipid-based meibum and make it more fluid for better incorporation into the tear film.

The most traditional device to deliver thermal therapy is a warming mask. These are highly accessible to patients, offer a great entry point into dry eye care for the newly diagnosed and are at an affordable price point. However, studies show not all warm compresses to be equally efficacious due to their
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inability to maintain a consistent temperature at 45°C (113°F) at the outer lid surface.\textsuperscript{11,12} This temperature is required to provide therapeutic heat to the meibomian glands.\textsuperscript{11,12} While warming masks can be recommended as an at-home option, their use can also be paired with in-office manual meibomian gland expression to provide greater release of impacted meibum relative to lid massage alone.

LipiFlow (Johnson & Johnson Vision) also offers an in-office thermal treatment. This closed-eye thermal device enables a hands-free 12-minute procedure that directly applies heat to the inside of the lid where the meibomian glands reside. Research shows a single LipiFlow treatment can provide lasting relief from signs and symptoms of evaporative DED for up to 12 months.\textsuperscript{13}

In one study, 30 patients received the procedure and were evaluated at one month and one year.\textsuperscript{14} Eighteen returned for post-procedure evaluation at 12 months. At the visit, dry eye symptoms were scored and tear break-up time (TBUT) and meibomian gland function were measured. Patient symptoms and gland function continued to show significant improvement from baseline. However, the improvement in TBUT at one month was not maintained at the one-year follow up. LipiFlow improved dry eye symptom scores for 86\% of treatment group subjects who received only one LipiFlow treatment and a sustained mean improvement in symptom score was noted from baseline.\textsuperscript{14}

The iLux (Alcon) handheld device is a thermal treatment designed to allow the practitioner to visualize the meibomian glands through a magnifier during targeted expression. The operator actively controls the amount of heat and pressure during the treatment. Each treatment takes approximately 10 minutes (treating two zones/both eyes). It’s important to note the meibum may begin to melt within the gland and begin to release onto the lid margin prior to lid compression. Efficacy of the device was evaluated in a multi-center clinical trial with 142 subjects. The study found the iLux device provided efficacy for DED patients and showed non-inferiority to the predicate thermal device, LipiFlow.\textsuperscript{15}

Another device, TearCare (Sight Sciences), uses adjustable thermal energy applied externally to the inferior and superior eyelids via adhesive strips. This thermal treatment takes 15 minutes to complete and is immediately followed by manual expression of the meibomian glands by the eye care provider. A hub controls temperature and is adjustable for patient comfort as needed. In addition, the instrument is portable in case you have multiple locations or need to move a patient from different rooms. As a safety feature, software within the hub continually monitors the thermal energy applied.

TearCare allows patients to keep their eyes open during the procedure, which may make them more comfortable and can encourage movement of melted meibum during the process.\textsuperscript{16}
Pilot data from a single-center study shows improvement in subjects treated with TearCare relative to those treated with warm compress. Both signs and symptoms as measured by TBUT and Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) significantly improved from baseline.

A Bright Idea

Intense pulsed light (IPL) uses a non-laser high-intensity light source, or flashlamp, to create a broad wavelength of non-coherent light. The light pulse passes through a xenon gas-filled chamber with the energy pulse directed through a sapphire or quartz block. The operator controls the duration, intensity and spectral distribution of the pulse. While the mechanism of action of IPL has not been fully elucidated, studies show a reduction in cytokines in the tear film as compared with baseline values after IPL treatment. IL-17A and IL-6 showed statistically significant decreases post-procedure.

More than 85% of patients with skin and eyelid inflammation also suffer from inflammatory ocular conditions. Patient selection for IPL procedures—such as those performed with the The M22 Optima (Lumenis)—is critical for safe and efficacious treatment. First, patients complete a skin survey to determine their skin type based on the Fitzpatrick Skin Scale, a six-point grading system used to determine the amount of pigment your skin has and your skin’s reaction to sun exposure. The patient should be counseled prior to treatment about potential adverse events and evaluation of their current medications. Before the procedure starts, a coupling gel is applied to the area to be treated.

A recent multi-center study with 40 enrolled subjects who underwent four treatment sessions three weeks apart found significant improvement in both the signs and symptoms of dry eye disease including TBUT, meibomian gland score and SPEED score.

Eye-Light (Topcon) also offers IPL, as well as low-level light therapy (LLLT), which combines light modulation with optimized power energy (OPE). The unit treats both inferior and superior eyelids simultaneously without the need for a coupling gel. Instead, the Eye-Light has an internal cooling feature. The patient’s treatment parameters are managed by the unit’s software.

The OPE uses a xenon flashtube to create a pulse with a 600nm wavelength and is applied to the periorbital area. The LLLT is delivered through a facemask containing an LED matrix designed to heat the upper and lower lids.

Five Warming Mask Options

In the old days, patients were advised to devise their own warm compress by filling a damp sock with rice and warm it in the microwave. However, these homespun remedies can have a lot of variability. Some patients were advised to use other various household items—including hard-boiled eggs—and temperature and compression times. Some of these methods heated the lid, but sapped it of moisture, the exact opposite of the intended outcome. Today, the market offers several well-researched items specifically designed for lid therapies.

1. Bruder Moist Heat Eye Compress (Bruder): The company’s MediBeads technology stores water molecules that are continuously absorbed from the air. When microwaved, the absorbed water is released as a moist heat. The company notes a significant increase in TBUT after using the product.

2. Eye Doctor Click and Go, and Eye Doctor Plus Moist Heat Compress (The Dry Eye Doctor): This company offers a deep roster of products related to dry eye. The instant mask doesn’t require an oven or microwave to heat up. It’s activated by clicking a disk inside the compress to generate the heat and stays warm for approximately 20 minutes. Eye Doctor Plus Moist Heat Compress does require oven or microwave heat, but can also be cooled in a freezer to help relieve allergies or headaches.

3. EyeEco boasts a product line designed to treat different stages of dry eye and can be heated to specific temperatures. Its Dry Eye Relief Mask is for mild dry eye and heats to 104°. Its Tranquileyes Advanced heats to 110° and provides moist heat for 12 to 15 minutes for moderate DED. Finally, the Tranquileyes XL Advanced for severe patients heats to 102° to 110° and provides moist heat for 20 to 25 minutes.

4. TheraPearl eye mask (Bausch + Lomb): This microwavable option can be used as a 20-minute warm compress for DED patients or stored in a freezer and used as a cold compress.

5. Thermal-1 Touch (OcuSoft) is a portable heated eye pad worn like a pair of glasses by the patient. The heat applied to the eyelids is a pre-set and controlled temperature with adjustable bridge and temples. The treatment takes between five and 10 minutes to complete twice daily at home.

References:
Maintenance

In-office treatment effectively hits a “reset button” for patients. However, maintaining that initial success and protecting the patient’s financial investment is essential for long-term patient satisfaction. Achieving this necessitates the use of at-home hygiene products.

One such lid-cleansing formulation, Zocushield (Okra), is composed of an okra polysaccharide complex. The gel is digitally applied by the patient in a gentle, circular fashion along the lids and lashes. The product also has an in-office companion, the Zest treatment, which incorporates Zocushield gel as part of a treatment kit.

NuLids (NuSight Medical) is a compact, cordless, at-home lid cleaning device. A sterile, disposable tip is attached to the end of the unit and a lubricating gel is added as an interface. The tip gently vibrates and is placed at the edge of each eyelid for approximately 30 seconds. A pilot study into the device enrolled 37 patients and found improvement in both signs and symptoms of DED.20 Notably, after 30 days of treatment, TBUT increased and OSDI decreased.20 While the device is held near the eye, risk of adverse events were deemed low.20

Combining consistent at-home hygiene with demonstrably effective in-office procedures can help keep patients’ ocular surface rich in tears and their meibomian glands clear and active, limiting both signs and symptoms of dry eye. Successful management of DED must include evaluation, treatment and continued maintenance of the lids—today’s technologies are making it easier than ever to accomplish those goals.

Dr. Hauser is the director of clinical affairs for Kephl Vision. She also practices clinical care at The Eye Specialty Group in Memphis, TN and is the founder of Dry Eye Coach.
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Optometrists have added a lot to their toolbox in recent years, with new high-tech diagnostic instruments, integrated electronic health records (EHR) and advanced therapies. While all of this has, without a doubt, improved eye care, it’s also put a strain on practices operating out of smaller spaces never meant to house all of these innovations. Some optometrists make do with the space they have, squeezing in the new exam lane, OCT or widefield imaging device wherever they can. Others take the plunge and upgrade their digs, aiming to revolutionize both the patient and staff experience.

“We feel that we have completely broken the mold and reinvented the exam process by creating an open-space testing environment,” says this year’s Office Design Contest winner Scot Morris, OD, of Eye Consultants of Colorado in Conifer, CO. “By fusing state-of-the-art technology and amazing staff with an inviting ambiance, we have created a truly unique eye health visit.”

Like Dr. Morris, all of this year’s design contest participants focused on the patient experience while seamlessly integrating top-of-the-line technology. Fireplaces, barn doors, gold-accented restrooms and open spaces are just some of the features wowing patients. But these practice owners also took care of their employees, ensuring a stress- and bottleneck-free work environment. Take a look at the three optometry practices that hit it out of the park this year with top-notch tech, function and aesthetics.

These new spaces emphasize patient comfort as much as they do state-of-the-art technology and exceptional clinical care. By RO Staff

The Optometry Office Reimagined
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“We feel that we have completely broken the mold and reinvented the exam process by creating an open-space testing environment,” says this year’s Office Design Contest winner Scot Morris, OD, of Eye Consultants of Colorado in Conifer, CO. “By fusing state-of-the-art technology and amazing staff with an inviting ambiance, we have created a truly unique eye health visit.”

Like Dr. Morris, all of this year’s design contest participants focused on the patient experience while seamlessly integrating top-of-the-line technology. Fireplaces, barn doors, gold-accented restrooms and open spaces are just some of the features wowing patients. But these practice owners also took care of their employees, ensuring a stress- and bottleneck-free work environment. Take a look at the three optometry practices that hit it out of the park this year with top-notch tech, function and aesthetics.
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Office Design Contest

In 2017, these three practices went above and beyond with their own office renovations. This year, they provided expert feedback to help us wade through all of the exceptional office designs to pick the cream of the crop.

Swell Vision Center in Leland, NC
This office blended rustic and modern concepts to create a simple, elegant experience with privacy when you need it—and open space when you don’t.

Benjamin Crawford, OD, of Accurate Vision Clinic in Anchorage, AK
The industrial-chic feel of this space boasts everything but clutter, with wireless transfer of pretesting data and seamless patient flow. The inviting design begs patients to stay and browse.

William L. Tantum, OD, of Blount County Eye Center in Maryville, TN
This super-sized practice provides everything from a drive-thru optical dispensing window to an open-concept lab that gives patients a behind-the-scenes look at “how the magic of optical happens.”

Meet the Judges

In 2017, these three practices went above and beyond with their own office renovations. This year, they provided expert feedback to help us wade through all of the exceptional office designs to pick the cream of the crop.
Warm,” “cozy” and “inviting” were the first thoughts our judges had about this practice. And at an elevation of 9,000ft., it’s no wonder the “mountain chalet ambiance” works for them, according to judge Benjamin Crawford, OD, of Accurate Vision Clinic in Anchorage, AK. The judges were ready to “grab a seat next to the fire with a hot chocolate and enjoy a good book” at the sight of the office’s exposed beams, barn doors, fireplace and custom scented candles.

While Dr. Morris decided to keep the business operations out of sight, the same isn’t true of the latest diagnostic equipment. In fact, the new open concept puts the ultra-widefield imaging, OCT and visual field testing devices on display.

“We took our advanced equipment out from behind the walls and featured our technology in what we call ‘The Runway,’” Dr. Morris explains.
All of the information is seamlessly integrated into the EHR, and staff can use the command center’s multiple screens to follow in-progress exams or access the data using their tablets on the go.

“Having no business operations in plain view, really lessens clutter and opens up the whole office,” Dr. Crawford notes. “I love the idea of ‘The Runway’ and showing off all of the state-of-the-art equipment instead of tucking it away in a separate room.” The judges also loved the addition of a face and eye med spa.

From the beginning of the patient experience, high-tech is blended with a personal touch. Patients are greeted by a staff member upon their arrival and never encounter a front desk. They can then interact with an augmented intelligence app that streamlines their differential diagnosis with just eight questions, a proprietary cityscape acuity chart and personalized video-based education.

“It seems incredibly patient-focused, and you can tell the experience matters a lot to them,” says judge William L. Tantum, OD, of Blount County Eye Center in Maryville, TN.

When it comes time to pick frames, patients enjoy an equally unique optical experience.

“We created customized displays incorporating local designs to create a truly stunning and rustic feel at a fraction of the price of outdated display racks,” Dr. Morris says. “We also use both virtual try-on technology and computer-guided measurements to create a uniquely comfortable yet high-tech shopping and purchasing experience.”

The new approach is quickly paying off, too.

“Due to our greater exposure, high-tech environment and ski lodge feel, we are seeing a record increase of 40% in new patients both in the form of walk-ins, call-ins and referrals from existing patients,” Dr. Morris says.
I’m still loving the imaging system. Compliance has been great now that patients can see their eye problems.

Brittney McWilliams, O.D., Evansville, IN
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1st Runner Up

Personaleyes Vision Care, Flower Mound, TX
Kumar Patel, OD
Our first runner up, Personaleyes Vision Care, also prioritized an open concept design but took a modern, minimalist approach.

“I love the clean lines and open space of this modern office,” says Dr. Crawford. “The unique optical displays integrate seamlessly with the design.”

The office was designed so patients enter and exit based on the progress of their appointment, according to practice owner Kumar Patel, OD, and office manager/designer Trusha Patel. Moving through the 2,267sq.ft. gives them the full optometric experience, they say.

Dr. Patel made his $360,000 budget go a long way. This practice packs quite a punch with high ceilings, exposed ductwork and custom lighting.

“The lighting of this office with the large open windows is really what sold us,” according to judge Craig Scibal, OD, of Swell Vision Center in Leland, NC. “Also, tough to beat that city view with the exposed brick.”

The judges were also wowed by the attention to detail everywhere, including the bathroom.

“Likely one of the coolest bathrooms you’ll ever see with the patterned gold backsplash and classic clean subway tile,” admits Dr. Scibal. “I’m sure patients come out of there saying, ‘Wow!’” adds Dr. Crawford.

The office’s natural lighting harmonizes with the calming color palette. “The use of blue and yellow colors was very important because they give patients the sense of calm and friendliness,” Dr. Patel says. “It helps them open up more and relax during their appointment.”

The effort wasn’t lost on the judges. “The subtle blue colors throughout the office seem to promote tranquility and a zen-like vibe,” Dr. Scibal says. “The pops of color with the doors and furniture is great.”

When it comes to the equipment, Dr. Patel made sure it complemented, rather than disrupted, the open feel. Ethernet ports were added throughout the space to make installing and moving optometric equipment a breeze. This also gives him the flexibility to add new equipment whenever he wants without over-crowding the space.

“It seems like no detail of the design was overlooked,” Dr. Crawford says. “If I had one word to describe this office, it would be fresh.”
If I had one word to describe this office, it would be homegrown,” says Dr. Crawford. Preserving history and small-town charm was key for this practice, which grew from one lane and 1,200 sq. ft. in 2005 to four lanes and 2,400 sq. ft. in 2008. This new building now boasts 10 lanes and 8,300 sq. ft. The practice’s new location was first home to a farmhouse built in 1870, and taking down the historical landmark presented a significant challenge. “Without the proper approach, this would not go over well in a growing community that is quickly losing its small-town charm,” practice owner Rob Szeliga, OD, explains.
He ensured the locals that the practice would repurpose as much of the farmhouse as possible, and the office is now home to eight of the original fireplace mantles, all of the doors and much of the original barnwood and beadboard. The farmhouse’s wavy glass windows decorate the pretesting and special testing rooms, and the clinic displays many artifacts recovered from the farmhouse, such as books, train tickets and letters. Even if it didn’t come from the farmhouse, it’s still local, according to Dr. Morris. The three other fireplace mantles were salvaged from another nearby home and the town’s antique store.

“I love the fact that they incorporated aspects of the old farmhouse to give the office its rustic charm,” says Dr. Crawford. “Having that local connection to the community speaks volumes to patients. It shows the respect and lasting commitment that the doctors have to serving their community.”

Added to the hometown charm, the new office boasts everything a patient could ask for: large parking lot, reception area with a coffee bar, spacious optical room, an open pretesting area, dedicated dry eye room, sports vision/vision therapy suite and two special testing rooms.

“Each room looks like an adventure,” says Dr. Tantum. “Very open and well lit. Very patient-focused.”

The renovation didn’t ignore staff needs either. A team lounge, two tech stations and separate offices for the office manager and associate doctors give everyone the space they need.

More space also meant room for more gadgets and gizmos. Dr. Szeliga added new treatment devices and a massage chair in the dry eye room. Exams now include automated phoropters, eye tracking technology, dark adaptation testing and neurolens (eyeBrain Medical) technology for those who need it.

Perhaps the best emblem of this practice’s commitment to patient care is the farmhouse’s cornerstone, now part of the eyewear gallery.

“Forming a hand-cut stone like this is like a symbol of our practice—I opened it cold right out of school years ago,” says Dr. Szeliga. “Although trends and technology are constantly changing in optometry, creating a strong foundation built on superior patient experience will hopefully stand the test of time.”
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CONFERENCE CANCELLATION POLICY
In optometry school, we were taught that glaucoma converts and progresses over years and years. “Monitor” is the mantra. But sometimes, glaucoma isn’t a slow and steady disease.

Secondary glaucoma refers to any form of glaucoma in which there is an identifiable cause. The primary purpose of this article is to highlight the aggressive nature of two secondary glaucomas—exfoliation glaucoma (XFG) and, to a lesser extent, pigmentary glaucoma (PG)—as their aggressiveness is often under-appreciated. Other secondary glaucomas—including uveitic, traumatic and lens-induced—are also discussed.

Exfoliation Syndrome

Exfoliation syndrome (XFS) may cause an extremely aggressive form of glaucoma. The severity of exfoliative glaucoma (XFG) may be overlooked due to the relatively slower progression of primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG). With failure to diagnose/delayed diagnosis being the most common reason for malpractice among all physicians, it is imperative that a timely diagnosis be made to tailor treatment.

XFS was first described in 1917 and was termed pseudoexfoliation in 1953 when pseudocapsular deposits were found on histological sections of three eyes with clinical exfoliation. The term exfoliation described changes to the lens from capsular delamination due to high amounts of infrared radiation, commonly found on the natural lenses of
unprotected steel foundry workers.

A return to the original nomenclature coined in 1917 is now occurring. Due to the current rarity of true exfoliation, the term pseudoexfoliation is being replaced by exfoliation. Both terms are currently found in the literature. For simplicity, we will use XFS and XFG in this article.

XFS affects 70 million people worldwide, with an emphasis on those of European descent. At one time, XFS was considered solely a Scandinavian disease, but now prevalence patterns vary greatly. Studies report that it affects approximately 20% to 25% of those older than age 60 in Iceland and Finland, with virtually no signs of XFS found among the Eskimo population and very low prevalence reported in the Japanese.

The systemic disease process of XFS has been linked with dementia, hearing loss, cerebrovascular, cardiovascular and kidney disease. Literature supports the increasing prevalence of XFS with age but not necessarily gender.

XFS is characterized by fibrilar deposits in virtually all tissues within the anterior segment and some tissues within the posterior segment. These deposits are caused by an imbalance of enzymes called matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). This systemic extracellular matrix disorder is thought to be triggered by both genetic and environmental factors, causing irregular cellular degeneration, abnormal lysosomes and mitochondria and disorganized microtubules essential for maintaining cellular integrity.

While several genes are implicated in XFS, the strongest association is linked to the lysyl-oxidase-like 1 (LOXL1) gene. LOXL1 controls a key enzyme in extracellular matrix formation. This gene is essential for the covalent crosslinking of collagen and elastin in connective tissue. LOXL1 expression and XFS pathogenesis can be influenced by

---

**Patient with XFS Nearly Lost to Follow Up**

A 71-year-old white female presented to the office in 2013 for a comprehensive eye examination. She complained of changes in her distance vision. Her IOP by non-contact tonometry (NCT) was 17mm Hg OD and 15mm Hg OS.

On exam, the optometrist noted XFS material deposited on the left pupillary margin along with a classic bull’s eye pattern on the left lens on dilated fundus exam (Figure 1). The cup-to-disc ratio was noted to be 0.4/0.5 OD and OS. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) was performed the same day, which showed a thick retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) OU with a relatively thick ganglion cell complex (GCC) (Figure 2).

The patient was diagnosed with exfoliation syndrome OS and educated on the serious nature of the diagnosis. She was scheduled for a complete glaucoma work-up in one month.

The patient did not show for the follow-up visit and was not seen again until 2015. That exam again showed the bull’s eye capsular pattern OS with IOPs of 19mm Hg OD and 18mm Hg OS by NCT. The cup-to-disc ratio was again graded at 0.4/0.5 OD and OS. The patient was again educated on the serious nature of the diagnosis and was scheduled for a glaucoma work-up in two weeks.

Again, the patient never showed, but a concerted effort (which included phone calls, letters and a certified letter) was made to encourage the patient to return to the office. Unfortunately, the patient did not return again until 2017.

At this visit in 2017, IOPs measured 15mm Hg OD and OS by NCT. OCT revealed significant RNFL and GCC thinning OS, and her cup-to-disc ratio was now graded at 0.5/0.65 OD and OS (Figure 3). She was diagnosed with exfoliation glaucoma OS. She was also diagnosed with grade 2 nuclear sclerotic cataracts OU.

The optometrist started the patient on one drop of Lumigan (bimatoprost, Allergan) every night OU and referred her to the Glaucoma Institute of State College. Glaucomatous visual field testing showed a small depression OD and a significant reduction OS (Figure 4). Treated pre-dilation IOPs measured 10.6mm Hg OD and 17.1mm Hg OS by Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA). Post-dilation IOPs measured 12.1mm Hg OD and 31.3mm Hg OS by ORA.

At this time, she is scheduled for cataract surgery and Kahook Dual Blade goniotomy OU.
UVB exposure, oxidative stress and hypoxia, among several other environmental factors. Higher latitude, high caffeine intake and low dietary folate consumption are also associated with increased risk of XFS.

Approximately 30% to 50% of patients with XFS develop glaucoma, and this aggressive ocular disease is the most common identifiable form of secondary open-angle glaucoma, mostly affecting those in the seventh and eighth decade of life. XFG accounts for 20% of all glaucoma cases worldwide and is also associated with pathology of several other ocular structures.

Because of the relatively high risk of XFS converting to XFG, we recommend following all XFS patients at six-month intervals.

Ocular Targets
The more commonly recognized ocular targets include the lens capsule, lens zonules, iris and the angle.

XFS weakens the lens capsule, resulting in the classic bull’s eye pattern on the lens, which is caused by the mechanical rubbing against the pupillary frill, and best visualized upon dilation. A careful inspection of the pupillary frill will reveal whitish fibers that can be visualized even if the patient is pseudophakic. This mechanical friction releases iris pigment with resultant iris transillumination defects that occur closer to the pupillary margin, in contrast to pigmentary glaucoma in which transillumination defects occur in the mid-periphery.

XFS fibers can be found on the zonules, which can be visualized in a fully-dilated pupil or during dilated gonioscopy. XFS fibers on the zonules usually indicate zonular weakness. Direct signs of zonular weakness include subluxation of the lens, zonular dialysis and phacodonesis. A shallow anterior chamber depth, due to the forward shift of the lens, can be an indirect clue of zonular weakness. Zonular weakness may cause the lens to move either anteriorly or posteriorly, causing refractive asymmetry. Pupil asymmetry can also be indirect sign of this complication.

Zonular weakness can present challenges during cataract surgery, especially with initiation of the capsulorhexis, as too much zonular tugging may cause the fragile zonules to break. It is important to communicate the presence of exfoliation to the surgeon during the referral to ensure they take extra surgical caution.

In addition to fiber buildup on the pupillary frill, the iris may have endothelial cell loss that may include damage to the dilator muscle. This can result in asymmetric pupil dilation during the comprehensive eye exam. Iris angiography in XFS patients has shown nonperfusion and, as mentioned, transillumination defects at the pupillary margin are common.

The angle will show increased pigmentation in the anterior trabecular meshwork that is more irregular than pigment dispersion syndrome. The trabecular meshwork pigmentation has a “brown sugar” appearance. Pigment on Schwalbe’s line may occur and is known as Sampaolesi’s line. XFS fibers can clog the angle and arise both from the iris-lens capsule interaction as well as angle cells themselves. Eventually, the trabecular meshwork and Schlemm’s...
canal become disorganized, leading to abnormal function. Zonular weakness can also lead to a narrow angle due to forward displacement of the lens.21

There are several ocular targets for exfoliation material—including the lamina cribrosa, corneal endothelium and ciliary body—that are less commonly recognized because they are more subtle or more difficult to analyze.

The lamina cribrosa is the sieve-like, load-bearing connective tissue that separates two very different pressure environments, namely the intraocular pressure (IOP) and the cerebrospinal fluid pressure. As the LOXL1 gene is responsible for connective tissue maintenance, XFG displays a thinner lamina cribrosa compared with POAG eyes.22 This weakened integrity may crimp axons and blood vessels running through it, contributing to the more rapid progression of the disease.

XFS deposits and pigment cells build up on the corneal endothelium, causing stress to these cells and early cell death.23 There is an increased risk of corneal decompensation, especially with IOP fluctuations from a shallow anterior angle. Pre- and postoperative cataract surgical care should include endothelial cell counts. XFS fibers may build up on the ciliary body, giving it the appearance of newly fallen snow. This can lead to the aberrant insertion of the zonules into this muscular structure, contributing to zonular weakness.23

Exfoliation may be apparent in many, if not most, of the ocular structures mentioned above but may not necessarily be found in all.

Systemic Targets

As experts of the eye, optometrists must consider not only the ocular effects of XFS/XFG, but also the systemic complications that are common with this syndrome. In reality, the ocular changes we see are the manifestation of a systemic disease, and we must remember that the clinical course of XFS/XFG may involve alerting the primary care physician of its existence and any systemic correlations. It may also involve referrals to other specialists for complete care.

XFS fibers have been found in the heart and in the small blood vessels supplying the heart.24 The Blue Mountains Eye Study suggested that a combined history of angina, myocardial infarction and stroke are significantly associated with the presence of XFS.25 Myocardial ischemia and aortic aneurysms are also associated with XFS and XFG.24 This material can also deposit in the lungs. Due to the age of these patients at presentation, there is a significant probability that a cardiologist has already been involved in their care, but consider a referral to this specialty if care has not been established.

When considering any pathologic process affecting the small blood vessels, do not overlook the kidneys. A significant association with XFS and renal artery stenosis exists.26

While affecting the small blood vessels in the brain, XFS fibers can also deposit on the meninges.27 Several studies show a higher frequency of Alzheimer-related dementia in patients with XFS.28 The severity and prevalence of sensorineural hearing loss in patients with XFS is increased, lending the need to consider audiologic testing to improve the quality of life of these patients.29

Current Treatment Strategies

Prostaglandins are effective first-line therapy for treating XFG. Pilocarpine 2% at night can successfully reduce lens-iris interaction (which reduces exfoliation fiber migration to the trabecular meshwork), but it can cause posterior synechiae and exacerbate preexisting anterior subluxation of the lens due to zonular weakness.21 A 2009 study showed that latanoprost and pilocarpine 2% was more effective than aqueous suppressants. Researchers have speculated that aqueous suppressants may actually allow more fibers to accumulate in the trabecular meshwork, leading to worsening of function over time.30 Further study is needed in this area.

If medical therapy fails or a patient is not compliant, consider surgical options. Selective laser trabeculoplasty (SLT) and argon laser trabeculoplasty (ALT) are both effective treatments for XFG.31 Patients with XFG tend to experience more fluctuation of IOP and require a
Arthritis Confounds Diagnosis

A 44-year-old white male came to the office complaining of pain in his right eye. We last saw him years ago for bilateral uveitis that was controlled with topical steroids. At that time, we referred him to a rheumatologist who found no systemic etiology, but he did not return for subsequent eye care. He reported that his rheumatologist switched him from CellCept (mycophenolate mofetil, Genentech) to Humira (adalimumab, AbbVie).

At his current visit, his best-corrected visual acuity was 20/30 OD and OS. Biomicroscopy revealed bilateral keratic precipitates with grade 2 cells OD and grade 1 cells OS. Intraocular pressures were 42mm Hg OD and 35mm Hg OS. OCT revealed inferotemporal thinning of the RNFL and the GCC OD while OS was normal.

We diagnosed him with uveitic glaucoma OD and started him on 1% Pred Forte (prednisolone acetate, Allergan) 6x/day along with Cosopt (dorzolamide/timolol, Akorn) and brimonidine, both OU. We tapered his Pred Forte over several weeks. He is currently on brimonidine BID OU and his IOP is controlled in the mid-teens.

Capsular flattening. This smaller opening can lead to an increased risk of phimosis (i.e., the centripetal fibrosis and contraction of the capsulorhexis after cataract extraction). There is also an increased risk of capsular and zonular tear.33 As with laser procedures, increased risk of IOP spike and increased inflammation during the postoperative period is possible. Topical steroids may need to be used for a longer period of time in these patients, as prolonged inflammation is common.34

Another consideration for patients with XFG is the role of minimally invasive glaucoma surgery (MIGS), although very little data is available. One study showed that Trabectome (MicroSurgical Technology) surgery is as effective in XFG patients as it is in POAG patients with low preoperative IOP, thin central corneal thickness and no history of SLT.35 Another study found that Trabectome surgery showed an overall greater IOP reduction to the mid-teens in XFG compared with POAG.36 As with all XFG treatments, the effects may diminish sooner than other types of glaucoma, resulting in a rapid IOP rise. Trabeculectomy and tubes have also been found to be as effective in XFG management as in POAG.37

Due to the genetic etiology contributing to the systemic disease of XFS, gene therapy is on the horizon for possible treatment modalities. Two single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on the LOXL1 gene account for nearly all XFS.30 Although not everyone with these SNPs will develop XFG, gene transfer by intraocular injection could be a viable option. This would represent the first treatment for glaucoma whose primary goal is to alter gene expression and not primarily decrease IOP. More study is needed on this exciting technology.

Pigmentary Glaucoma

Pigment dispersion syndrome (PDS) is a degeneration of the iris caused by the physical contact of lens zonules against the posterior iris surface, resulting in a mechanical liberation of pigment. This pigment in the anterior chamber of the eye can obstruct the trabecular meshwork drainage system, eventually leading to increased IOP and pigmentary glaucoma.

Potential ocular signs include mid-peripheral iris transillumination defects, corneal endothelial pigment and heavy pigmentation of the trabecular meshwork.

PDS has an estimated prevalence of up to 2.45% in the United States, with a higher incidence in men than in women.38 Men with PDS typically present in the third decade of life and women in the fourth decade. Myopia and white race are also risk factors for PDS. Genetic studies have determined a possible autosomal dominant inheritance pattern.39

A burn-out period can occur once the crystalline lens in the eye thickens with age, adjusting the zonular-iris contact area and preventing further pigment liberation.40 The probability of development of PG from PDS is approximately 15% at 15 years, with young myopic men most likely to develop PG.41

Once a diagnosis of PG has been made, treatment is similar to that of POAG, with therapy...
targeted at lowering IOP through topical treatment, laser or surgical procedures.

**Other Secondary Glaucomas**

In *uveitic glaucoma*, which affects up to 20% of patients with uveitis, the increase in IOP can be due to open-angle or closed-angle mechanisms. Further complicating this situation, the common treatment for uveitis involves topical corticosteroids, which can induce increased outflow resistance.

The onset with uveitis can be rapid via trabecular meshwork inflammation or chronic due to fibroblastic infiltration with subsequent scar tissue formation obstructing the anterior chamber angle. The patient can present with high IOP from these mechanisms or low IOP due to decreased aqueous production by the inflamed ciliary body. Keratic precipitates, band keratopathy, nodules, peripheral anterior synechiae (diagnosed by gonioscopy), posterior synechiae and eventual neovascularization of the angle can be noted, along with the typical cell and flare of uveitis.

Treatment is aimed at discovering the underlying cause of uveitis and lowering the acutely raised IOP (if present) to prevent further optic nerve head (ONH) damage. Topical IOP-lowering agents should be considered first. While prostaglandins can be used, proceed with caution due to their role in the inflammatory pathway.

If IOP remains uncontrolled with topical treatment, surgical intervention (drainage implant or trabeculectomy) is needed. A recent study suggests Kahook Dual Blade (New World Medical) goniotomy might be suggestive of Kahook Dual Blade (New World Medical) goniotomy. A recent study suggests Kahook Dual Blade (New World Medical) goniotomy might be needed.44 A recent study suggests Kahook Dual Blade (New World Medical) goniotomy might be needed.44 A recent study suggests Kahook Dual Blade (New World Medical) goniotomy might be needed.

**Optic Nerve Pathology in Chronic Angle-Closure Glaucoma**

A 61-year-old white female was referred with a diagnosis of chronic angle-closure glaucoma, OD>OS. She had bilateral peripheral iridotomies a year prior. She was being medicated with Lumigan (bimatoprost ophthalmic solution, Allergan) QHS OU.

Her IOPs were 25mm Hg OD and 21mm Hg OS. OCT revealed severe thinning of GCC and RNFL OD with minimal thinning OS. Visual fields were severely reduced OD and unremarkable OS. The right optic nerve exhibited significant cupping. Scheimpflug imaging revealed an anterior chamber depth of 2.55mm in the right eye with an angle opening distance at 700µm of 0.32 and 0.44 while the left eye was 2.39mm and 0.39 and 0.51, respectively (Figure 6).

We added Combigan (brimonidine/timolol, Allergan) BID OU and scheduled her for cataract surgery plus Kahook Dual Blade goniotomy.

**Lens-induced glaucoma**—both open-angle and closed-angle—can occur via several mechanisms. In phacolytic glaucoma, a rise in IOP with potential ONH damage can occur due to leakage of lens proteins of a mature cataract, causing an inflammatory reaction that leads to trabecular meshwork obstruction in an open angle. Closed-angle lens-induced glaucoma can occur when the swollen and hardened lens causes angle closure by proximity or lens dislocation (i.e., phacomorphic glaucoma).

Removal of a hypermature cataract can pose several risks, including lens-particle glaucoma where capsular disruption leads to leakage of lens particles into the anterior chamber, altering normal aqueous outflow.

While lens-induced glaucoma may not be common in industrialized nations, it poses a significant risk in developing countries. This secondary
Old Trauma Linked to Recent Rise in IOP

A 56-year-old male was referred to the Glaucoma Institute of State College because of increasing IOP OS. He had a history of blunt trauma to the left eye 25 years prior. His IOP began to rise about five years before referral. He was taking Cosopt BID OS.

His IOPs that day were 21mm Hg OD and 22mm Hg OS. Pachymetry measurements were 584μm OD and 578μm OS, and corneal hysteresis was 14.1mm Hg OD and 13.2mm Hg OS. His maximum IOPs were 21mm Hg OD and 42mm Hg OS. OCTs and visual fields showed progression OS. Gonioscopy revealed mild angle recession OS. He had visually significant cataracts.

Cataract extraction OU with Khoook Dual Blade goniotomy OS was performed. His IOP is currently controlled in the low teens OU on 0.5% timolol QAM OS. His optic nerves and visual fields have been stable over the last two years.

As optometrists continue to provide more glaucoma care, a proper understanding of the secondary glaucoma is paramount.

We have been trained to think that glaucoma is a long and slow process. But exfoliation glaucoma and pigmentary glaucoma can be aggressive. Aggressive glaucoma demands aggressive therapy.

Dr. Stiles is a Captain in the US Army and currently practicing in the Midwest.
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1. Worldwide, exfoliation affects:
   a. 10 billion people.
   b. 50 million people.
   c. 70 million people.
   d. 111 million people.

2. What percentage of patients with exfoliation syndrome develop glaucoma?
   a. 5% to 8%.
   b. 20% to 25%.
   c. 30% to 50%.
   d. 90% to 100%.

3. Exfoliation has been linked with which of the following diseases?
   a. Dementia.
   b. Cardiovascular disease.
   c. Kidney disease.
   d. All of the above.

4. Exfoliation deposits are caused by an imbalance of:
   a. Peptides.
   b. Glutamate.
   c. Matrix metalloproteinases.
   d. Tricarboxylic acid.

5. Which gene has the strongest association with exfoliation?
   a. LOXL1.
   b. LOXL3.
   c. LOXL5.
   d. LOXL9.

6. Which of the following is associated with a higher risk of exfoliation?
   a. High caffeine intake.
   b. High NSAID intake.
   c. Deodorants containing aluminum.
   d. Consuming red M&Ms.

7. Which of the following is a sign of zonular weakness caused by exfoliation?
   a. Shallow anterior chamber.
   b. Phacodonesis.
   c. Plateau iris.
   d. a and b.

8. In a patient with exfoliation, the appearance of the trabecular meshwork during gonioscopy resembles:
   a. Newly fallen snow.
   b. Brown sugar.
   d. T sign.

9. Exfoliation may raise the risk of which of the following complications?
   a. Cystoid macular edema.
   b. Vitreous hemorrhage.
   c. Corneal decompensation.
   d. Corneal verticillata.

10. Which of the following is an effective treatment for exfoliation glaucoma?
    a. Lutein and zeaxanthin.
    b. Prostaglandins.
    c. Selective laser trabeculoplasty.
    d. a and c.

11. Which of the following is not commonly found in pigment dispersion syndrome and pigmentary glaucoma?
    a. Mid-peripheral iris transillumination defects.
    b. Bull’s eye pattern on anterior lens surface.
    c. Corneal endothelial pigment deposition.
    d. Heavy pigmentation of the trabecular meshwork.

12. All of the following are true about pigment dispersion syndrome, except:
    a. Favors the male population.
    b. Genetic studies show a possible autosomal dominance inheritance pattern.
    c. Hyperopia is a risk factor.
    d. A burn-out period can occur once the lens begins to thicken with age.

13. Which of the following treatment options should be considered in pigmentary glaucoma?
    b. Selective laser trabeculoplasty.
    c. Trabeculectomy.
    d. All of the above.

14. Which class of topical ocular medication can further complicate the treatment of uveitic glaucoma?
    a. Corticosteroids.
    b. NSAIDs.
    c. Aminoglycosides.
    d. Beta blockers.

15. Which of the following is true of uveitic glaucoma?
    a. The patient always presents with raised IOP.
    b. Uveitic glaucoma only occurs due to closed-angle mechanisms.
    c. Identifying the underlying cause of uveitis is the focus of treatment.
    d. Uveitic glaucoma only occurs within the first three months of the initial episode.

16. All of the following factors are associated with an increased risk of traumatic glaucoma following closed globe injury, except:
    a. Increased pigmentation within the angle.
    b. Elevated baseline IOP.
    c. Hyphema.
    d. Presence of corneal epithelial defect.

17. Which procedure is imperative when ruling out traumatic glaucoma?
    a. Gonioscopy.
    b. Corneal endothelial cell count.
    c. Red cap desaturation test.
    d. Ishihara color vision testing.

18. Which of the following lens-induced glaucoma mechanisms occur due to leakage of lens particles into the anterior chamber during cataract surgery?
    a. Lens-particle.
    b. Phacomorphic.
    c. Phacolytic.
    d. Subluxation.

19. Which of the following is true regarding lens-induced glaucoma?
    a. It poses a significant risk to vision in developing nations.
    b. Inflammatory processes are never involved.
    c. Topical medication should not be considered to lower IOP.
    d. It occurs via one mechanism.

20. Which of the following is considered the definitive treatment for lens-induced glaucoma?
    a. Topical prostaglandins.
    b. Trabeculectomy.
    c. Lens removal.
    d. Peripheral iridotomy.
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21. Describe the fundamental differences between primary and secondary glaucoma.
22. Identify the presentation of various forms of secondary glaucomas.
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**I have a keratoconus patient with severe eczema who may start Dupixent (dupilumab, Sanofi and Regeneron). However, the drug is associated with ocular surface problems. Should his dermatologist prescribe it to him despite the risks? If so, what does the management process look like and how are the ocular side effects best treated?**

**A** Dupixent is a monoclonal antibody that inhibits IL-4 and IL-13 signaling, targeting inflammation in cases of atopic dermatitis (AD), or eczema. Patients with AD are predisposed to conjunctivitis and keratoconus.

“Dupixent has fairly typical potential side effects relative to the injection itself,” says Jim Thimons, OD, medical director and founding partner of Ophthalmic Consultants of Connecticut. Dr. Thimons notes that the main issue that must be on every OD’s radar is ocular side effects (conjunctivitis and keratitis).

**Conjunctival Obstacles**

Surajit Saha, MD, a cornea, cataract and refractive surgeon of OCLI in New York, says the pathogenesis of conjunctivitis in AD patients receiving dupilumab has not yet been established. He notes that one hypothesis contends that blocking IL-4 and IL-13 from binding to their receptors leads to increased activity of ligands involved in atopic keratoconjunctivitis.

Dr. Thimons says ocular surface problems usually clear up well with topical steroid therapy. Treatment with fluorometholone 0.1% eye drops or tacrolimus 0.03% eye ointment is generally successful.

A study evaluating AD patients treated with dupilumab found that mild, non-specific conjunctivitis with evaporative dry eye can be treated with warm compresses and preservative-free artificial tears. Dr. Saha adds that severe follicular conjunctivitis, on the other hand, can be managed with dexamethasone eye drops and artificial tears. He notes that discontinuing dupilumab is rarely necessary to facilitate the resolution of conjunctivitis.

“The response on the conjunctivitis side has been relatively mild and easily managed, so discontinuation of the drug isn’t usually necessary,” according to Dr. Thimons. He adds that severe eczema patients have very few treatment options available to them, so Dupixent is usually always worth trying.

**Drug Management**

Dr. Saha notes that Dupixent is indicated for patients at least 12 years old with moderate to severe AD who are not getting adequate control of their disease with topical medications. He says some of these patients may have preexisting conjunctivitis, keratoconus or dry eye.

Dr. Thimons recommends documenting the appearance of lid tissue prior to initiating Dupixent, observing and intervening if necessary.

For comanaging, Dr. Saha advises consultation with an eye care provider prior to starting a patient on Dupixent to optimize the ocular surface. If the patient has keratoconus, he suggests referring them to a cornea specialist. If the patient develops an ocular surface disease, the prescribing physician should coordinate with an eye doctor.

“In general, Dupixent can be continued while the ocular surface disease is usually successfully treated with topical corticosteroids and artificial tears,” Dr. Saha concludes.

---


Infectious keratitis—a common cause of visual impairment—occurs when the cornea’s integrity is compromised by a bacteria, fungus, virus or parasite. In the United States and other developed countries, these infections are typically associated with contact lens use or poor lid hygiene.1 Ocular trauma involving vegetative or organic matter is more common in underdeveloped areas.1-3 Identifying the causative microorganism in a case of infectious keratitis is essential for initiating the most efficacious topical treatment and eventual resolution of the infection.

Here we review the differential diagnoses of the different kinds of infectious keratitis and treatment options through a real-world case example.

**Patient History**
A 51-year-old Caucasian female presented with a painful, photophobic right eye. She had a history of extended soft contact lens wear and denied any previous incidence of trauma. One week prior, an optometrist had diagnosed her with a corneal ulcer of unknown etiology and initiated treatment with Tobradex ST (tobramycin and dexamethasone, Eyevance). After an exacerbation of symptoms and a second local opinion, the patient was referred to our clinic for further evaluation.

At her initial visit, her best-corrected visual acuities (BCVA) were 20/50 OD and 20/25 OS. Slit lamp examination of the right eye revealed a 1.5mm by 1.5mm epithelial defect overlying a similarly sized infiltrate. The anterior chamber contained few rare cells, but no hypopyon was noted. Pupils, extraocular motility and intraocular pressures (IOP) were normal. Clinical examination of the left eye was unremarkable.

We diagnosed the patient with a presumed bacterial central corneal ulcer and determined it was likely related to soft contact lens wear based on the patient’s case history. We decided to hold off on culturing because the ulcer had already been treated with antibiotics. At her initial visit with us, the patient was using Vigamox (moxifloxacin, Novartis) four times a day in her right eye. We increased her dosage to once every hour around the clock and expressed the importance of monitoring the condition closely over the next few days.

On follow up, the BCVA of her right eye had reduced to 20/500. Slit lamp examination of the right eye showed that the infiltrate had nearly doubled in size with the overlying epithelial defect measuring 3mm by 3mm. Diffuse corneal edema was now surrounding the central lesion. We performed a corneal culture and prescribed fortified tobramycin along with fortified cefazolin to be alternated every hour around the clock. The patient was asked to return in 24 hours.

**Searching for a Cause**
Being the most common etiology of infectious keratitis, bacterial ulcers are most often related to contact lens use.1,3 These ulcers typically present with well-defined, dense infiltrates that coincide with similarly sized epithelial defects. Extensive conjunctival injection, mucopurulent discharge and an anterior chamber reaction are common signs.

On the contrary, fungal keratitis typically presents with a feather-like...
infiltrate with poorly defined borders. These infiltrates may have overlying epithelial defects; however, it is not uncommon for fungal infections to have closed or even heaped epithelium overlying the infiltrate. Satellite lesions located around the main lesion are also a good indication of possible fungal etiology.²

For our patient, the case history did not align with a typical fungal onset. A clinical red flag occurred when her condition remained unresponsive to aggressive, broad-spectrum antimicrobial treatment alone. The culture results confirmed some type of fungal etiology, but the exact microorganism could not be identified at first. Due to the patient’s location, she was unable to locally fill a prescription for Natamycin (natamycin, Eyevance), so we started fortified voriconazole therapy as an alternative.

**Diagnostic Techniques**

Corneal culture should be performed when the infected area is large (>1 mm to 2 mm), centrally located and worsens after initial treatment. Sabouraud’s agar and fungal smear microscope slides are best at demonstrating fungal growth, while blood and chocolate agar are typically used for bacterial culture. Sometimes geographic location, cost and limited resources make obtaining appropriate medications challenging.

Avoiding the eyelids and eyelashes while performing a culture will decrease the risk of potential contamination. If the epithelium is closed, debridement is recommended to access the infiltrative area where active invasion is occurring.¹⁻³ Research shows that infectious keratitis should be treated as bacterial until a fungal etiology can be confirmed.²⁻³ Primary reasoning supporting this approach is due to the high toxicity of topical antifungal agents to the cornea.

Currently, the only topical antifungal commercially available is Natamycin. Any other topical antifungal must be made by a compounding pharmacy. Sometimes geographic location, cost and limited resources make obtaining appropriate medications challenging.

Knowing the type of microorganism that caused the infection is critical in prescribing the most effective treatment.³ According to the Mycotic Ulcer Treatment Trial (MUTT) I, natamycin was more efficacious in treating filamentous fungal keratitis, particularly *Fusarium*, over topical voriconazole.⁴ Amphotericin B is another compounded alternative treatment that is beneficial in treating keratitis caused by *Candida*.⁵ Oral antifungals like voriconazole may be added as adjunctive therapy; however, the MUTT II trial determined that it is not a superior alternative for faster resolution.⁷

After four months of topical antifungal treatment, copious artificial tears and a lot of patience, our patient’s fungal infection resolved. On final examination, a large depressed central corneal opacity remained. After a specialty contact lens fitting, our patient’s BCVA was 20/20 with her scleral lens and she was pleased with her vision. Although infectious keratitis seems daunting at first, careful case history and proper corneal culturing are the most simple and important aspects to guide the management of infectious keratitis.

Dr. Delaney Kent completed a residency in refractive surgery and ocular disease at Vance Thompson Vision in South Dakota. She currently practices at Chu Vision Institute in Bloomington, MN.

---

A 69-year-old African-American male presented emergently with painless, marked swelling and redness of the right eye (Figure 1). His history was positive for long-standing hypertension and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), which he said has been in remission for eight years.

The patient’s pinhole visual acuities measured 20/30 OD and 20/30 OS. No afferent pupillary defect was present. Extraocular movement was limited in the right eye, which appeared proptotic (Figure 2). Exophthalmometer findings measured 25mm OD and 21mm OS with a base of 110mm. Given these findings, his differential diagnosis included:

- Orbital tumor
- Idiopathic orbital inflammatory pseudotumor
- Thyroid eye disease
- Preseptal/orbital cellulitis
- Orbital mucocele
- Dacryoadenitis

We immediately ordered blood work to test blood urea nitrogen and creatinine followed by an MRI of the brain and orbits with contrast. The MRI revealed a thickened mass located in the right lacrimal gland. The patient underwent an anterior orbitotomy and a biopsy of the mass, which revealed a malignant neoplasm consistent with mature B-cell lymphoma.

**Discussion**

Lymphocytes—white blood cells—are one of the body’s main types of immune cells. They are produced in the bone marrow and found in blood and lymph tissue. The two most common kinds are B-lymphocytes (B-cells) and T-lymphocytes (T-cells). B-cells make antibodies, and T-cells kill tumor cells and control immune responses.1

Malignant lymphomas are neoplasms derived from clonal (i.e., unicellular in origin) proliferations of lymphocytes. More than 70 different types of lymphoma exist, ranging from indolent (slow growing) to highly aggressive.1 Lymphoma may be primary or secondary to systemic disease.1,2 While lymphoma can have sight-threatening implications, it is often treatable when caught early and treated aggressively.
be divided into three broad groups: uveal, vitreoretinal and ocular adnexal. Each type differs in its clinical presentation, diagnosis, treatment and outcome.

A lymphoma located inside the eye that does not involve extraocular tissue is termed intraocular. Almost all intraocular lymphomas are of the NHL type, and the vast majority are of B-cell origin. Intraocular lymphoma has two distinct forms: one that arises inside the central nervous system (CNS), including the retina, and one that arises outside the CNS, with intraocular metastasis. The former, also called primary CNS lymphoma (PCNSL), is far more prevalent than the latter and is well documented. PCNSL involves the retina, vitreous or optic nerve head. Ocular symptoms include blurred vision, floaters and decreased visual acuity. Primary intraocular lymphoma, a subset of PCNSL, may present with or without simultaneous CNS involvement.

Ocular adnexal lymphomas may present on or within the lids, conjunctiva, orbit, lacrimal gland or lacrimal sac. Lymphoma is the most prevalent orbital neoplasm in adults aged 60 or older. Lacrimal gland lymphoma is relatively rare, representing 7% to 26% of all ocular adnexal lymphomas.

**Diagnosis and Management**

As our case highlights, the list of differential diagnoses for an orbital mass lesion is long. Orbital neoplasms are categorized based on location and histologic type. Ophthalmologists must provide a thorough ophthalmic evaluation for patients with suspicious presentations, including appropriate serologic and radiologic testing, to narrow down the diagnosis. Neuroimaging features of these lesions often reflect their tissue composition. Comanagement with oculoplastic surgeons (for biopsies) and oncology is prudent.

The reported case is unusual in that the lymphoma developed in the lacrimal gland after a period of NHL remission. Researchers have documented orbital and adnexal NHL in relapses of previously diagnosed lymphomas.

Although the orbit is rarely a secondary site of lymphoma dissemination, clinicians should immediately investigate if a patient with an established NHL diagnosis develops ophthalmic or orbital symptoms. The typical presentation of adnexal lymphoproliferative disease with orbital involvement includes a painless, palpable mass lesion, swelling, ptosis, proptosis, diplopia or a lid edema. Adnexal structure involvement in systemic NHL may occur at any time during the course of the disease, including as a relapse site.

Based on the neuroimaging, incisional biopsy of the involved structures should be performed to reveal the tumor type through pathology testing. In our patient’s case, the lacrimal gland was the site biopsied. In addition, serology and molecular testing for certain genes and proteins may help determine disease extent.

Local radiation may be pursued, with close monitoring for gradual resolution of signs and symptoms. Systemic chemotherapy or immunotherapy in combination with local radiation can achieve good results in secondary orbital NHL. Treatment options for intraocular lymphoma include ocular radiotherapy and intraocular chemotherapy.

In this case, we prescribed a non-preserved tear supplement every four hours and a gel formulation before bed to protect the ocular surface. We referred him for treatment, which will likely include systemic chemotherapy or immunotherapy in combination with local radiation.

More than half of NHL patients are 65 or older when they are diagnosed. As the population continues to live longer, we will likely see an increase in such cases, stressing the importance of early intervention and appropriate management.
Eye care has had forms of sustained release since 1974, when Ocusert (Alza) was introduced. Ocusert was a pilocarpine-impregnated wafer that was placed in the lower cul-de-sac for sustained delivery of medication, bypassing the four-times-a-day dosing required for therapeutic efficacy. It didn’t really catch on due to poor tolerability, but it was never established if the vehicle or the drug (or both) led to patients’ dislike.

But the promise of sustained-release delivery didn’t fade. In 1996, Vitrasert (ganciclovir, Auritec), an intravitreal ganciclovir depot for cytomegalovirus retinitis, was developed. Then, between 2005 and 2011, new products such as Retisert (fluocinolone, Bausch + Lomb), Ozurdex (dexamethasone, Allergan) and Iluvien (fluocinolone, Alimera) entered the fray.

Perhaps buoyed by their successes, a new era in non-traditional delivery systems were launched. Here, we look at some new and yet-to-be released sustained-release delivery systems.

**Enter Dextenza**

Recently approved for commercial use, Dextenza (dexamethasone, Ocular Therapeutix) is a sustained release intracanalicular dexamethasone insert for use following cataract surgery. It is a preservative-free, resorbable hydrogel intracanalicular insert that delivers 0.4mg of dexamethasone to the eye’s surface without the need for additional drops, and it’s designed to treat post-surgical ocular inflammation, as well as pain, for up to 30 days with a single administration. In addition to treating ocular pain following ophthalmic surgery, it is now also approved for postoperative inflammation control.

In a multicenter randomized study, 438 patients with planned clear corneal cataract surgery were randomized to receive either a dexamethasone insert or placebo implant. The implants were placed in the canaliculus of the eye immediately after surgery. The primary efficacy endpoints were complete absence of anterior chamber cells on day 14 and complete absence of pain by day eight.

Significantly more patients had an absence of anterior chamber cells in the dexamethasone insert arm compared with placebo on day 14 of this study.

Additionally, significantly more patients had an absence of ocular pain in the dexamethasone insert arm compared with placebo.
The insert provides a sustained and tapered delivery of drug to the ocular surface over 30 days after a one-time insertion, which reduces the risk of improper corticosteroid tapering and unwanted peaks and troughs in drug concentration. The amount of corticosteroid contained in the insert actually represents a fraction of the total dose of corticosteroid delivered in a typical topical monthly course, which might minimize deleterious side effects while maintaining sufficient therapeutic concentrations because of its direct proximity to the ocular surface.

Over time, the insert softens and is cleared through the inferior nasolacrimal canaliculus. If necessary, however, the insert can be clinician-expressed. In addition, the insert is manufactured preservative-free to eliminate ocular surface toxicity.

**Coming Closer?**

The same manufacturer is also working on an intracameral implant intended for insertion into the canaliculus to deliver travoprost to the ocular surface for up to 90 days without preservatives. The goal of this device, OTX-TP (Ocular Therapeutix), is to deliver a continuous steady release of travoprost throughout the treatment period, removing issues of patient non-adherence to topical glaucoma therapy.

An initial prospective study found the sustained-release OTX-TP was able to reduce intraocular pressure (IOP) by 24% by day 10 and 15.6% by day 30. At 10 days, all plugs were still present; at 30 days, plug retention had declined to 42%. The study concluded that the travoprost intracameral implant was a non-invasive, well-tolerated potential ocular hypotensive therapy for glaucoma patients with a history of poor compliance.

A recently completed Phase III clinical trial included 554 subjects with open-angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension. The primary efficacy endpoint was to demonstrate a statistically superior mean reduction of IOP from baseline for OTX-TP treated subjects, compared with placebo, at nine different time points.

While IOP reduction was noted in all time points, the trial did not achieve its primary endpoint of statistically significant superiority in reduction at all nine time points—but only in eight out of nine were statistically significant. The sole time point where the performance of the OTX-TP implant was not statistically superior to a placebo implant was at 8am on week 12.

In the study, IOP reductions from baseline for OTX-TP treated subjects ranged from 3.27mm Hg to 5.72mm Hg across the nine time points with higher levels of IOP reduction seen at the earlier time points in this trial.

The trial also showed that the implant was well-tolerated and no serious adverse events were observed.

The most common ocular adverse events were dacyrocystitis (approximately 7% in OTX-TP vs. 3% in placebo) and lacrimal structure disorder (approximately 6% in OTX-TP vs. 4% in placebo).

**Another Phase III Trial**

The FDA has recently accepted a new drug application (NDA) for Bimatoprost Sustained-Release (Allergan). This product is a biodegradable intracameral implant designed to reduce IOP in patients with primary open-angle glaucoma or ocular hypertension. In the two Phase III studies, patients were randomized to receive bimatoprost SR administered on day one, week 16 and week 32 or timolol twice a day for up to 20 months, as well as placebo implants. Bimatoprost SR reduced IOP by 30% over 12 weeks, achieving non-inferiority to timolol.

In addition, more than 80% of patients remained treatment free and maintained IOP control for at least 12 months following three treatments with bimatoprost SR.

Eye care offers several routes of drug administration. The familiar categorization—topical, oral, intracameral, intravitreal—is set to undergo a shake-up as new concepts are tried. Even drug-eluting contact lenses and refillable intravitreal drug depots are being studied. With new approvals, NDAs and ongoing research and development, sustained delivery may become a more significant route in the near future.
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A 71-year-old Hispanic female presented with blurry and distorted vision in her left eye for the past month. She had been seen 14 months earlier, and at that time her vision was 20/20. She has been moderately hyperopic all her life and felt like she always saw well with her glasses. The blur and distortion in the left eye represented a recent change. She suffers from dry eye and had been using artificial tears and Restasis (cyclosporine, Allergan) with moderate relief of her symptoms.

Her medical history is significant for hypertension, and she takes atenolol and hydrochlorothiazide.

**Evaluation**

On examination, her best-corrected visual acuity was 20/20 OD and 20/70 OS. Her manifest refraction was +8.00 -3.00 x 070 OD and +6.25 -1.25 x 090 OS. Her confrontation visual fields were full-to-careful finger counting. Her ocular motility testing was normal and the pupils were equally round and reactive to light without an afferent pupillary defect. The anterior segment was significant for trace nuclear sclerotic cataracts in both eyes. Tensions by Tonopen (Reichert) measured 16mm Hg OU.

On dilated fundus exam, the vitreous was clear. The optic nerves were healthy with small cups and good rim perfusion in both eyes. The macula, vessels and periphery of the right eye were all normal. The obvious subretinal hemorrhage in the macula of the left eye.

**Fig 1. This fundus photo shows our patient's left eye. How do you account for the hemorrhage?**

In the left, obvious changes in the macula were visible (Figure 1). Spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) and OCT angiography (OCT-A) scans were also obtained (Figures 2 and 3).

**Take the Retina Quiz**

1. What is responsible for the macular changes in the left eye?
   a. Subretinal hemorrhage.
   b. Suprachoroidal hemorrhage.
   c. Choroidal neovascularization.
   d. Polypoidal choroidal vessels.

2. What is the etiology?
   a. Macular degeneration.
   b. Myopic degeneration.
   c. Idiopathic.
   d. Pachychoroidal neovascularization.

3. How should this patient be managed?
   a. Pars plana vitrectomy.
   b. Anti-VEGF injections.
   c. Photodynamic therapy.
   d. Focal laser photocoagulation.

4. What additional testing would be helpful for this patient?
   a. Visual field.
   b. Ultrasound.
   c. A-scan.
   d. Enhanced-depth imaging OCT.

**Diagnosis**

The obvious subretinal hemorrhage in the macula of the left eye...
is due to choroidal neovascularization (CNV). The SD-OCT shows loss of the foveal depression and a serous pigment epithelial detachment (PED) involving the macula. Adjacent to the PED and above the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) is a high reflective area that represents the CNV. This is a Type 2 CNV because it is growing above the RPE.

Part of the CNV can be visualized on the deep slice of the OCT-A scan. If we had a slightly deeper cut we would have been able to distinguish even more. The en face images show a large area of hyperfluorescence. The deeper avascular slice was essentially normal, which is consistent with the clinical presentation. Interestingly, no subretinal or intraretinal fluid is present.

Why did she develop this? The most common causes of CNV is macular degeneration, histoplasmosis and pathologic myopia. Other predisposing causes include angioid streaks, trauma and inflammation, among others. When no apparent cause can be detected, we assume the condition is idiopathic.

In our patient, no drusen or RPE mottling was noted in either eye, so that eliminates age-related macular degeneration as a cause—even though she fits the age demographic.

Of interest, she has had a long-standing circular area of RPE atrophy, like a scar, that can be seen superior to the macula that has been present for many years. This is probably the access point for developing the CNV.

**Discussion**

CNV commonly grows adjacent to chorioretinal scars, which themselves develop following toxoplasmosis, laser photocoagulation and end-stage macular telangiectasia, among others. Any of these can result in a break in Bruch’s membrane, which sets the stage for CNV.

Our patient’s long-standing area of RPE atrophy above the fovea was seen in the fundus photograph, but it hadn’t resulted in any problems until the CNV developed.

Another possible cause of CNV is pachychoroid, which is characterized by choroidal thickening and RPE changes. Choroidal thickness varies with age, ethnicity and axial length. The normal choroidal thickness is between 191µm and 354µm. Patients with a choroidal thicknesses greater than 390µm have a pachychoroid.

A spectrum of conditions are associated with this finding, including pachychoroid pigment epitheliopathy (PPE), central serous chorioretinopathy (CSCR), pachychoroid neovasculopathy (PNV) and polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV). PPE is considered the precursor to CSCR.

Each of these conditions may progress to the development of neovascularization below the RPE as well as polypoidal choroidal vessels as seen with PCV. These patients may present with pigmentary changes, idiopathic serous PEDs and even hemorrhagic PEDs in more advanced cases.

Many patients who were once considered to have idiopathic CNV are now recognized as having PPE. Advances in OCT/OCT-A imaging including enhanced-depth imaging OCT, has led to a much better understanding of these diseases as well as more accuracy in making the diagnosis.

Our patient was referred to a retina specialist where she ultimately received five anti-VEGF injections over 10 months. The hemorrhage resolved and her foveal contour and architecture returned to normal. On last exam, her vision had improved to 20/40. She continues to be followed closely.

---
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Staff Optometrist Wanted
Bard Optical is a family owned full-service retail optometric practice with 22 offices (and growing) throughout Central Illinois. Bard Optical prides itself on having a progressive optometric staff whose foundation is based on one-on-one patient service. We are currently accepting CV/resumes for Optometrists to join our medical model optometric practice that includes extended testing. The practice includes but is not limited to general optometry, contact lenses and geriatric care. Salaried, full-time positions are available with excellent base compensation and incentive programs and benefits. Some part-time opportunities may also be available.

Current positions are available in Bloomington/Normal, Decatur/Forsyth, Peoria, Sterling and Canton as we continue to grow with new and established offices. Please email your information to mhall@bardoptical.com or call Mick at 309-693-9540 ext 225. Mailing address if more convenient is:
Bard Optical
Attn: Mick Hall, Vice President
8309 N Knoxville Avenue
Peoria, IL 61615
Bard Optical is a proud Associate Member of the Illinois Optometric Association.
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MEDICAL OPTOMETRISTS
The American Board of Certification in Medical Optometry (ABCMO) is recognized at Joint Commission (JC) accredited medical facilities as issuing board certification in the specialty of medical optometry and those ABCMO certificates are eligible for credentialing at these facilities as specialists rather than general optometry practitioners.1

The Joint Commission, the accepted national Gold Standard, reviews and accredits over 21,000 federal, state and local-chartered medical facilities.

To Be Eligible for ABCMO board certification:
1. Complete an accredited residency in medical optometry
2. Pass the national Advanced Competence in Medical Optometry Examination
3. Practice in a medical setting for a minimum of two years.2

www.abcmo.org
Visit www.abcmo.org to understand how JC accredited medical facilities credential specialists and why specialty certification can enhance the careers of optometrists who complete residencies in medical optometry.

For Application procedures see www.abcmo.org or contact myers.kenji@gmail.com

1 At this time, 127 JC accredited hospitals, clinics and teaching institutions recognize ABCMO specialist certification.
2 www.jointcommission.org
3 Waived for two years after residency
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Can’t Get the Red Out

By Andrew S. Gurwood, OD

History
A 27-year-old Caucasian male reported to the office with a chief complaint of “pink eye.” He explained that his eyes became red following a cold two weeks earlier and that Visine (tetrahydrozoline, Johnson & Johnson) made them less red but didn’t stop the discharge.

His systemic and ocular histories were unremarkable and he denied exposure to chemicals or allergens of any kind.

Diagnostic Data
His best-corrected entering visual acuities were 20/20 OU at distance and near. His external examination was normal with no evidence of afferent pupillary defect.

The biomicroscopic examination of the anterior segment is demonstrated in the photographs. Goldmann applanation tonometry measured 15mm Hg OU.

The dilated fundus findings were normal peripherally and centrally with normal nerves and maculae.

Your Diagnosis
Does the case presented require any additional tests, history or information? Based on the information provided, what would be your diagnosis? What is the patient’s likely prognosis? To find out, please visit us at www.reviewofoptometry.com.

Retina Quiz Answers (from page 94): 1) c; 2) c; 3) b; 4) d.
Bausch + Lomb ULTRA® Multifocal for Astigmatism is the first and only lens of its kind available as a standard offering. This advanced lens combines the seamless transitions presbyopic patients want with the lens stability their astigmatism needs.

OpticAlign® Design for reliable stability

3-Zone Progressive™ Design for seamless transitions
SYSTANE COMPLETE:
OUR MOST ADVANCED SOLUTION.
ONE SIMPLE CHOICE.

Our most innovative drop supports all layers of the tear film and is designed to provide symptom relief for every major type of dry eye.1-9

- Evaporative Dry Eye
- Aqueous-deficient Dry Eye
- Mixed Dry Eye

Advanced, lipid nano-droplet technology rapidly delivers the lubricant across the ocular surface — resulting in better coverage* to provide fast-acting hydration, tear evaporation protection, and long-lasting relief.1,5-6,8-10

VISIT SYSTANE.COM TO LEARN MORE!

*Compared to SYSTANE® BALANCE Lubricant Eye Drops.